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PUBLIC DISCUSSION AND INFORMATION
SERVICE OF UNIVERSITY EXTENSION.

" Government by discussion breaks ,down the tyranny of fixed cus-
tom ; continuous public debate On public, problems is the root of change
and Qrogress; community discussion breeds tolerance; it makes for
steady In.;tead of intermittent progress. In fact, common counsel:pubilc
debate. community discussion, call it what you will, underlies the con -,
simony.' solution of all the vexed situations that a nation faces in a time
of readjustment and change."

This quotation rota an article by Mr. Glenn Frank on the forum,
the lyceum, the Chautauqua, states with fair accuracy the
judgment o university officers who have had charge of the public
discussion, package library,and information service of the university
extension divisions in the States. This service, designed as a device
fur promoting public discussion, for providing means of "common
coun401,7 includes also 'peculiar measures for disseminating informa-
tion among the people as a basis for intelligent discussion. It is the
aim of this bulletin to describe in ...lime detail the scope and methods
of university extension bureaus' with particular reference to those
which actively stilnulate ptiblic discussion on current public 'ques-
tions. Chief attention will be given to the work they do in assisting
public discussion leagues and clubs, and in carrying on package li-
brary service. The package library is the special device developed by
the extension divisions for furnishing up-to-date facts and opinions
on debatable questions of general interest.

l4ension bureaus of injormation.2Since there is no single
term which describes the varied methods employed by edu-

, rational institutions for the dissemination of information amongthe mass of people, nor any one clearly dominant and uni-
fying purpose or objective for the work as a whole, it follows that
the public discussion, poen:age library, and general information serv-
ices of the university extension divisions do not lend themselves
readily to grouping.under one identifying head, unless certain other
activities or characteristic devices are 'arbitrarily excluded from con-
sideration. The justification for such groupings lies in the fact that

The Parliament of the People. By Glenn Frank, In the Century. July, lin.It is not within the scope of this bulletin to treat of the work of the mnnldpal and
Private universities, or that of the colleges, the normal schools, and the other Institu-ttouipNich are making Important contributions in the Geld of public discueslon..
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I 6 ' PUBLIC DISCUSSION AND ITNIVERAITY EXTENSION.

a number of the largest State universities have set up in their exten-
sion divisions certain bureaus variously designated as " Bureau of
Public Discussion," " Burebu of Debating and Public Discussion."

or "Bureau of Infoilriation," whose work comprises such activities
as holding debate contests, lending package libraries, and answering
by mail requests for information- on current ,topics.. Other bureau
designations are used to cover the limited numbet of activities
grouped together largely for convenience in administration.

'The fact is, however, that ,practically all devices of univ.asity
extensioncorrespondence study, lectures, motion pictures, lantern
slides, and exhibitsserve ht times and in part to promote public
discussion or to furnish information on public questions and

miscellaneous topics.
To understand the special service under consideration it is nece,:-

sary to have, some sort of interpretation of the fundamental prin-
ciples of university extension in general. An ibaditquate but usable
definiton of those principles is that the university,should serve as a
channel through which flows an increasing stream of the workable
knowledge and experience of civilization. University extension
should offer not only the opportunity of self-directed study for the
great mass of nersons who wish to continue systematically their
preparation for personal advancement; but it should provide the
indispensable connection between scientific knowledge and the every-
day practice necessary for sound community development, between
the facts accumulated through research and their application to the
practical problems which must be met by individuals and communi-

ties in a democratic society. It'should tap not only the resources of
teaching and research in the universities themselves, but also the

great reservoir of knowledge and experience outside, the rich store
of information in books, periodicals, and other printed matter, in the
laboratories of the Government and in private industrial plants, in
the words of statesmen and educators wh6wrve the public. Uni-

versity extension is not merely educational the limited sense; it
attempts to make facts, knowledge, truth, operative in the daily life

of: the people.
old definition ,of university extension, that jp is "carrying the

university to the people," was'striking and popuMr, but it has conic

less and less to be even fairly accurate. The public discussion and
inforMation service, for xample, is not primarily a projection of
debate or library information as it is found on the campus; but it
is rather a peculiar service which involves compilation 'of data se-
cured from all available sources, the preparation of the data in a
form suited to wide public use, and the constant reshaping of the
material to meet the demand and the needs of the daily inquiries that
some from city, town, and null district. These inquiries arise from

10'



PTTBLIC DISCUSSION AND UNIVERSITY EXTENSION. 7

spontaneous discussion in the local communities as well as from the
activities of the university in promoting public discussion through-
out the State. The service involves utililation of resources and
methods distinctly nonacademic, methods which are not commonly
employed regularly on the campus or within the university

Limited aetiviti4!g of 'bureaus.The fundamental purpose of gen-
eral university extension, that of disseminating information and aid-
ing in the application of knowledge, is servedby the activities of the
imyeaus of public discussion and information. Briefly, these activi-
ties may be listed as follows:

1. Preparing study outlines on welfare subjects and current topics.
'2. Compiling and lending package libraries on public questions.
3. Preparing bibliographies and briefs on debatable 'subjects.
4, Publishing informational bulletins with guides for the study of

stiecific questions of community interest.
3. Organizing, directing, and assisting interscholastic debating and

discussion societies and leagued. 4
6. Assisting civic clubs, chambers of commerce, forums, com-

munity centers, parerit-teacher associations, women's clubs, and other
organizations in their discussions of community pr

7. Supplying information on miscellaneous problen in response
to requests by mail.

8. Furnishing information in special fields of public interest, such
as public health, municipal problems, child welfare.

It is evident that these activities are not confined primarily to the
promotion of public discussion, and that some of them have only it re-
mote bearing on, the problem of developing sound public opinion. It
is equally evident that the activities usually undertaken by the types
of university extension bureaus under consideration in this bulletin
are not inclusive of all the kinds of work done by the university ex-
tension division in the promotion of public discussion or in the dis-
semination of information.

Coninvanity institutes. For
nity institutes lies outside the

, are canducted by a growing sum
assisthig the people of sma
effectively with common
welfare, public recreati

ance, the o anization of commu-
e of these ureaus; such institutes
r of unive 'es for the purpose of
munities teunderstand and cope

lems, such as sanitation, housing, child
. The community institute,' a program of

conferences, round tables, lectures, demonstrations, exhibits, motion
pictures, and entertainments, is a device which, while providing many
features similar to those of a Chautauqua, also gifes opportunity for
actual discussion on the part of members of local community groups
thethselves; that is, the people at the institutes do not merely listen

duck Institutes haie been conducted In Colorado, Indians, Kansas, North Caroni:4.,
North Dakota, Oregon, Texas, Utah, and0WIsconaln.

. **44siser
1.4



8 PUBLIC DISCUSSION AND UNIVERSITY EXTENSION.

to the lectures and absorb information and advice but theiparticipate
in the programs, offer their suggestions in conference, sit in committee
to'act on common measures, and furnish the elements of common

counsel.
Lectures. There are other services of university extension not

included in public discussion service but, having importance in

stimulating public opinion. The lecture service, of course is of con-
siderable value, especially when university lecturers speak on timely
topics before representative community gatherings. The stereopti-
con- slide service of the extension division of California has provided
monthly up-to-date summaries of significant events; other extension
divisions lend sets of lantern slides for similar purposes.

Community studie.e.A distinct kind of information service has
beep begun in connection with the University of North Carolina.
Social and eConotnie studies of different counties are made and pub--

'fished by men whose homes are in the county, with the assistance oaf
university students and professors. The studies are evidence of a
community consciousness which attempts to relate investigation,
knowledge, and the spirit of education to immediate practical service
in attacking community problems. They serve as a.basis for public
discussion and intelligent action:

Sews letters.A. number of university extension divisions issue
weekly news. letters. or clip sheets and news leaflets which are de-
signed-to furnish. to the press and to individuals information on all
topics affect)io the 'Welfare of the State. The publication and di.
tribution,d general and special informational bulletins is common
to all extension divisions.

Municipal reference bureaus. One of the Most distinctive specific
activities related to the public discussion and general information
service, but not usually administered by the seine bureau of the ex-
tension division, is that of municipal reference. Bureaus of munici-
pal refeface have been established in the universities of California.
Colorado, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, Michigan, Minnesota, Missouri, North
Carolina, Oklahoma, Washington, and Wisconsin. Other States.
though they do not liaVe regularly established bUreaus in, their ex-
tension divisions, nevertheless give considerable assistance to munici-
palities. This is the ,case in Arkansas,.Indiana, North Dakota, Ore-
gon, and also in still other States where the community institute, is
utilized as a vehicle for giving information to the public on municipal
problems. Indiana Univetsity extension division has employed
speCialists;in Municipal sanitation, city milk supply, city forestry.
home grounds improvement, gardening, and other problems. .

The activities of the municipal reference. bureaus are generally
allied with those of a State municipal league, for Which the director

.



the university bureau acts as secretary. In some cases the league711111.'
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issues a periodical publication of which the secretary is editor.
Usually the leagues insure the 'holding of regular conferences of
municipal officials for the discussion of common problems. .

Technical information. The field of the municipal reference
bureau is wide, since it includes not only technical problems of city
administration, but also general problems of neighborhood, town,
and city, such as the relations between commercial and farming in-
terests, the development of consolidated school systems, the promo-
tion of public health and recreation. The extent of the bureaus'
usefulness in the more technical field of town and city government is
indicated by figures taken from the report of the director of the ex-
tension division of the University of Wisconsin for the years 1916-
1918.

During this period 1,494 specific requests for information upon
about 400 different subjects were received, of which 273 requests
were from cities outside of the State. Of these requests, 1,141 came
from city and village officials. They came from 235 cities and
villages, of which 160 were in Wisconsin, this number including all
the cities in the State except six. The service is mutual, the various
cities reciprocating by supplying the bureau with reports, copies
of ordinances, and other data. From its experience with these re-
quests 'the bureau adopted the practice of freparing reports and
sending out information which there was reason to believe would be
valuable to the cities of the State. Seventeen of these special re-
ports are mentioned in the director's report for 1916-1918 on such
subjects as the following:
Assessed valuations, tax levies, and License fees.

tax rates. Milk ordinances.
Billboard regulations. Niuttielpal coal yards.
Nnsorship of moving pictures. School adrninistratfon build4s.
comparative salaries of city officials. Visiting nurses.

Bulletins on similar subjects published in other States are
Californrf The single tux.
Colorado____,___Municipal water supplies of Colorado.
Indiana What curb markets trey be expected to accomplisk.

Cooperative retail delivery.
Town and city beautlticut:un.

Iow;a Electric power transmission in Iowa.
Street lighting.
Rate maktng for public utilities.
Municipal Accounting.
Waterworks statistics.

Oklahoma The city manager plan.
Oregon Cooperation of town' and country.
Texas:. Iteauntleation of home grounds.
134585

%k



10 PI:MLR) DI CUSSION AND UNIVERSITY EXTENSION.

The reports of th proceedings of the Oklahoma Municipal League.
published by the extension division, also contain a number of articles
on similar subjects.

Undoubtedly the municipal reference bureaus of the universities
offer large possibilities of development. They can provide assistance
not only in solving the technical problems which face municipal ofli-
dials, but in enlarging the knowledge of the citizens whose cooperation
is necessary in the work of attacking both the general and technical
difficulties of town and city government. The taxpayers and voter,
require new sources of information about community development.
about the tax rates, the water supply, building regulations, city
planning, ordinance codes, housing ; they want an opportunity to
learn of the best practices of municipal government and to have s
sound basis for discussion of the problems that confront the com-
munity, so that they may have an intelligent check on the admini--
tration and participate in the common counsel of the citizenship.

UNIVERSITY SERVICE AND PUBLIC OPINION.

oSourcee of public opiitialh-LWhy do universities develop informs-
tiOn services like that of the reference bureaus? And why do they
endeavor to promote public discussion through lectures, package
libraries, community institutes, and other methods? The reason is
evident in the growing conviction that the 'sources or springs of
public information on current events and important common prob-
lems are not what they should be. The " broad avenues leading to
public opinion " are congested and frequently lead astray. The (Ally
newspaper has not-proved asseliable and satisfactory a purveyor
'of news as it might be, nor is it an adequate reporter of opinion of
individual statesmen or publicists. It is not a satisfactory gauge of
generu,1 opinion. A. poll of the newspaper editorials at any one
time is not by any means a sure index of what the people are think-
ing on a public policy.

The press.=-Hamilton Holt once 'summed up the two most im-
portant services of the press:

First, to give relLble and complete information about any event at the time
when such information Is needed as a basis of opinion and action. Second, to
present to every reader cooqietent discussion of pending questions from 'dif-
ferent points of view. The ordinary commercial press does. not perform ade-
quately either of these social functions and It never can, because it does non
" pay " to be as thorough or impartial as the Ideal paper should be.'

Mr. M. S. Ravage says," We will have to abandon our 'deep-*,
rooted notion that public opinion is formed by the editorial 'column
and the movie sermon!'

Find National Nelapaper Conference, Madison, Wis., 1912. Proceedings, Bull. Univ.
Wis., flen. Brae* No 386.

'New Republic, :lily 16,- 1919.
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Can we rely on the nev ;paper as a competent servant of public
opinion? Are there really independent newspapers t Do the partisan
papers follow conlIstent policies? What effect has the news-gather-
ing syndicate on the validity of news? What is the significance of
the fact that the large daily paper requires large capital and great
advertising revenues? As a result of the tendency' of thoughtful
persons to ask these questions and because of widespread conviction
as to-the inadequacy of the daily newspaper, there is a growing de-
mand for additional methods of disseminating information.

But the press as .a whole does not satisfy the demand. All sorts
of papers appear and disappear; in the aggregate they increase in
number year after year. Weeklies, monthlies, quarterlies, trade
journals, labor-union papers, learned journals, house organs, preps-.
ganda magazines, professional journals, every imaginable kind of
periodical or semi-periodical floods the news stands.

Tons and tons of printed matter are distributedbooks, pamph-
lets. circulars, bulletins, advertisements, dodgers, letters, labels, leaf-
lets, tracts, tables, charts, and cartoons; and all kinds of typed ana
multigraphed devices are used for getting facts, argument., and
opinion to the public. Probably no one would suggest that the
volume of printed matter is too small; thels are many who arbi-
trarily believe the volume too great; many others suggest various
methods of increasing the volume by the addition of selective guides
to lessen the waste; lzut few are satisfied that out of the welter of
the press adequate infOrmation is available to the mass of people or
even to (the discriminating few who know how to make use of the
printed stream.

Piot:temThe pictured information ,is disappointing. Despite
the wonderful development of the phirtograph, the lithograph, the
stere'ograph, the lantern slide, and the motion picture, their applica-
tion to the work of conveying essential information, of giving news,
fails to satisfy. They fall short of dignity, of fullness, of relevance,
even of authority (for trick photography may lie more outrageously
than statistics). No doubt the motion picture as a news agency, as an
instrument of instruction and a conveyor of information on public
policies and community problems. is itt its infancy; nevertheless
there will always be serious limitation to its effectiveness as a device
for the enlightenment of public opinion.

The platformThe pulpit, the stage, and the platform, too, are
all insufficient to the tremendous task of providing the public with
accurate news, reliable opinion, scientific information. Even such
hopeful institutions or ventures as the Chautauqua, the forum, the
community center,he lyceum, the institute, or such devices as the
fair,' the eNposition, the traveling exhibit, the'convention, conference,
masse meeting, and innumerable commercial or semipublic seices
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fail in the aggregate and particularly to meet the needs for accurate
and comprehensive sources of information.

Governmental information oervic c.Some governmental bodies have
developed important services which disseminate information in spe-
cial fields of commerce and industry; others serve certain professions;
and some have undertaken various kinds of educational extension
in such fields as agriculture, farm management, rural ecoxiotnic.s,
home economics; child welfare, public health, even community organi-
zation. During the war there were several governmental agencies
which devoted a large share of their energy and resources to exten-
sive information service which might be legitimately described as
propaganda. The Committee on Public Information, the Council
of National Defense, the State council of defense, are examples of
governmental bodies working in the field of public opinion ; they had
much to do with the development of public understanding of national
policies; they worked out elaborate methods of gettings facts and
opinions to the people everywhere; they directly shaped opinion in
certain definite directions and dealt not only with war-time propa-
ganda but also with common problems of State and community,
problems which only remotely had a bearing on the war emergency.
Although these opinion-creating agencies were highly successful in
achieving their special aim, they hardly secured the confidence of
the public as permanent instruments of educational extension. As

for the old established Federal bureaus and departments, their in-
formation service is restricted and only incidentally touches the cur-
rent public problems of social and economic policies and the facts.
concerning social and industrial movements and tendencies. Even
the office of the Superintendent of Documents, though it has great
quantities of printed information on many questions vital to public
opinion and policy, can not in the nature of the case function dynami-
cally as a servant of public opinion or distributor of information
remarkably serviceable as a basis of public opinion.

In.slightly different case are the State boards of education, health,
and charities, the library commissions, and the like. Many of them
do excellent work in educational extension. The handicap to their
more effective participatiorf in "educating the public " is chiefly two-
fold; they have primaiily only administrative functions, frequently
with prejudicial police power, and they lack institutional resourcqs
of sufficiently Broad type.

Semipublic agencies. From the war there have sprung up enor-
mously expanded semipublic organizations, which long after the
kigning of the armistice'are campaigning vigorously to instruct the
4people, to spreadmowledge, to influence nation and community poll-
cid& But their efforts are hobbled by the original purpoies for which
they were established; thekr.expanded 'energies will undoubtedly
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eventually be tethered in most particulars to those activities for
which the organization primarily stood. It is hard to predict just
what the future program will be of the War Camp Community Serv-
ice, the 'Red Cross, the Y. M. C. A., the educational foundations, the
propaganda leagues, voluntary associations, and other adventitiously
developed organizations, but there is little prospect that any of them
will serve permanently as active agents of public opinion in other
than restricted fields.

Conceding the supreme importance of a sane, informed public
opinion in a democratic society, leaders of thought and action every-
where are seeking to meet -the problem of providing systematitally
for its sound development and adequate expression. Prof. Ross ex-
presses the prevailing judgment, " The remedy for the abuses of pub-
lic opinion is not to discredit it but to instruct it."

Religious leaders are concerned about the problem of sound public
opinion. Several church bodies, like the League for Social and
Industrial bemocracy in the Episcopal Church and the Department
of Evangelism and Social Service of the Methodist Church, have
issued statements and resolutions urging the necessity of public
discussion of social problems and have definitely_ sponsored such
movements as the, community center to foster the dissemination of
information and promote free discussion.

Organized labor in the United States is vitally interedteeLin free
public discussion. Labor leaders who have come into emits& with
university extension invariably life interested in the possibilities of
service to the workers, for the well-known labor dictum of " equality
of opportunity naturally includes a demand for equal opportunity
in education.

The Atlantic City convention of the American Federation of Labor
'adopted in June, 1919, a " Program of Education," which in many
respects is similar to that of the Labor Party in England. More
than a year before, that the British Labor Party adopted a program
formulata by a subcommittee'on education which
culled for more human warmth in politics, less apathetic acquiescence in the
miseries that poison the Wellsprings of life, for increased study, for the scien-
tific investigation of each succeeding social and economic problem and for a
much more rapid dissemination among the whole people of all the science, that
exists.

The American program contained 25 provisions, among which were
the following:

There should he a wider use of the school plant, securing Increased returns
to the community through additional civic, social: and educational services to
both adults and children.

Public forums should be established in every school where there is sufficient
demand, under the direction of the superintendent of schools, working in coop-
erntIon with advisory committees representipg the various elements in the
community..
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In any democracy the primary requirement is a citizenship educated to
straightforward logical thinking, based on facts establitfig by carefully sifted
evidence. The schools can not develop this essential fiber if the pupils are
carefully-shielded from knowledge of the topics that men and women think
about. Secondary only to a citizen's ability to do his own thinking is his
ability to make his influence telt in his group and community by effectively
presenting his views to his fellows and meeting opposition In a spin t of toler-
ance. Fhis power of effective self-expression and the habits of tolerance and
of intellectual fairness toward opponents can not be formed without the dis-
cussion of topics that give opportunity for their exercise. Therefore, in order
to enable the schools to perform one of their chief functions, preparation for
active citizenship, the pupil should be encouraged to discuss under intelligent
supervision current events and the problems of citizenship.

The program contains even stronger statements of the necessity
for freedom of public discussion and insists especially on the right-
of teachers in this connection..

An English soldier's opinion..English opinion has had consid-
erable influence in this country, but the British practice in educa-
tional reform and particularly in university extension is not yet
widely known. British labor groups, the cooperatives especially.
have through the Workers Educational Association established on
a large scale a working application of the prevailing opinion that
the mass of the people should have increased service frail the uni-
versities. "Thinking in fellowship" is the kind of education which
it is the purpose of university extension to assist and organize. Such
is the conclusion, in an Aedress from a Soldier to Soldiers, of an
Enitshman speaking to his returned comrades concerning the
Workers Educational Assocktion and its cooperative work with the
English universities.

Whatever may be the ultimate effect of the European war, one effect is cer-
tain: It will cause millions of men to think. They will think about questions
of government and politics, even if they never thought seriously about them
before. Never again will the mass of people he able to say, "These
things are the business of the politician. They do not concert us." Least of
all will the soldier be willing or able to say so. He is a citizen in a
democratic community. He can not exercise his rights or discharge his responsi-
bilities as a citizen unless he develop his own mind in conjunction with his
fellows. If he is to play his part in the problems of industry, govern-/ meat, and social life he must unite with his fellows to think about
them.

University extension authorities in the United States without ex-
ception recognize that public discussion is essential to the stability
and progress of a democratic society. Probably no single group of
men and women eettlizeimore keenly the deficiencies of press, plat-
form, pulpit, and other public and private agencies for the diffusion
of information.

Ptopose of di,srwision.Dtreetors of university extension divisions
in the States express their appreciation of the necessity of assisting in
the promotion of public discussion. "A university, the greatest disin-
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terested institution for research and dissemination of truth, must play
a part in the instruction of public opinion." Some directors believe'
that the situation is acute : " The demand for knowledge, for reli-
able information on current events and community policies, is insist-
ent: public opinion must be free, and it must have live facts tosive
value to its freedom." Louis R. Wilson, director of extension in-the
University of North Carolina, writes, " Public discussion is vitally
necessary in a democratic society. I think it would be helpful for the
extension bureaui directly to promote public discussion among
adults." Other directors believe, too, that the university should ac-
tively organize adult discussion, not merely assist in its promotion.
The majority, ho'wever, take the position of Director J. C. Tjaden,'
of North Dakota, " I think it best to Kemains in a position of serving
rather $lian promoting. Let the people who are interested do the pro-
moting, and the university be prepared to furnish the material. Why
not let university stand for universal access to infor'mation ? " " Get
behind the open forum idea ; but organization should come from the
community, not from the university," says Director R. R. Price, of
Minnesota.

Edward S. Maclin, of the University of Tennessee, sums up the gen-
eral attitude of the majority of university extension authorities in
the statement that " We can not have too much orderly public dis-
cussion in a democratic society. 'There is not enough discussion now."
Miss H. N. Bircholdt, chief of the bureau of public disdussion of In-
diana University, quotes Dr. Yarros, " Democracy is government by
discussi "

Methods of discussion. lery iee.It is clear from this preliminary
statement that the geneial university extension divisions, in attempt-.
ing to meet the needs for public-discussion service, assist the people of

.

the States through a variety of activities such as the lecture service,
the community institute, municipal reference, and the publication of
bulletins on national and community problems. In addition practi-
cally all universities, though many of them do not advertise the
service, offer to take care of any requests for information which may
come to them on almost any subject. In practice such information
service works satisfactorily as a whole. In those universities where
there is no separately organized extension diviSion the requests for
information are not numerous and can be readily handled from the
president's office or by reference to the general librarian and to pro-
fessors of appropriate departments.

The extension divisions which have bureaus of public discussion
offer a very comprehensive information servite which provides par-
ticularly for furnishing information on topics of current interest.
They servo a wide clientele, and consequently have found it necessary
to adopt varied methods. Of these methods, the most highly der
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veloped are the package library, the club-study course, an the or-
ganization of public discussion leagues.

THE PACKAGE LIBRARY SERVICE.

The " package library " is a simple device for bringing 'facts and
opinions quickly to the person who wants to know. It is information
selected by specialists and done up in a convenient packet fo4mailing
by parcel post to the citizens who ask for it. The material is usually
printed matter collected from a variety of sources. The packages are
neat bundles of pamphlets, bulletins, 'clippings from articles in cur-
rent magazines, typed excerpts from manuscripts, and other informa-
tional material on subjects or questions of interest- to the public.
Each package contains selected material which is up to date, compre-
hensive, and authoritive, all centered about one subject of current
interest ; for example, the League of Nations, Government cont)-01
of railroads, universal military service, training for citizenship.

elected subjects.The package library subjects are selected, usu-_
silk limited to two or three hundred in number; new subjects are
added as public attention turns in different directions. Irt.he sub-
ject of a package library, is controversial, debatable, the material
put into the bundle is chosen carefully from as many sources 'as
possible, so as to present the best available opinions and pertinent
facts on both sides of the question. The theory is that the balanced
arguments and data will give the reader a chance to pursue his in-
quiry from-any angle, a chance for him to weigh some of the merits
of several points of view. The opportunity should result in the in-

4 terest that conies from a challenge to one's judgment, an interest
that will lead to further study and discussion of the question.

Facts for everybody.Young persons and old persons in the small-
est village or the most remote country distrt want to know what
is going on in the world. City dwellers want selected, reliable in-
formation at hand in their own homes; they want to know with
some assurance what is the substance and direction of the news and
they wish to get the meat of the problems that concern the com-
munity. Especially do all' intelligent persons want to know what
other people are thinking 'about, to compare their modest opinions
with the opinions of other men and women. They wish to check
their conclusions with the advice and Suggestion of educator,, states-
men, and specialists wbo are supposed to be the best authorities on
the great questions of the day.

To make this exchange of opinion free and ready, and to promote
discussion and general understanding of the common problems of
the State and Nation, scarcely a better device could be found than
,the package library. It taikes some of the resources of information
And knowledge available in the great institutions of learning, the

.1
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universities, to. the people, to anybody who desires facts that are
alive in the thoughts of men and women everywhere.

The package library is lent to individuals or organizations in the
State, even to children in the schools. UsuaUy, however, school-chil-
dren obtain the loans through their teacher or the local librarian,
who writes to the university for the service. The borrower pays the
postage required to return the package after the expiration of the
loan period, from one to three weekg, or when he has finished using
the material. Some universities do not lend their package libraries
outside the State. However, most of them 'make an exception to the
rule. especially when the borrower lives in a State. where the uni-
versity does not. conduct a package library service.

Make -up. The contents of a single package library do not long
remain the same; old material is taken out and new material added
from month to month. A package library on military training in
schools, prepared by the University of Texas in 1918, contained 14
pieces. Of these, 3-were bulletins from the United States Bureau of
Education, the National Education Association, and Indiana Uni-
versity; 1 was a clipping from the Congressional Record, 1 a re-
port of a State commission; others were pamphlets from national
associations for and against military training; and the rest were
excerpts from current magazines. Additional pieces were.added as
they came to the office, especially clippings from periodicals. The
number of pieces in a package library varies with the subject and
with the resources of the university, bureau. Wisconsin's packages
average about 40 pieces.

Library subjects. The Texas bureau in 1918 had package libraries
made up on approximately 400 subjects. About 150 were added in
1919. Missouri had 300, North Carolina had 150, Indiana 300, Wis-
consin over 1,000 subjects represented in their package-library collec-
tions. The numbers suggest that the subjects are limited by the
demand on. thepart of the public and by the facilities at, command
of the bureau. If only a few inquiries come to the office on com-
munity ainging, the bureau is not likely to prepare a special package
library on that subject unless it happens to have consideraple mate-.
rial available or easily accessible. Some bureaus prepa care u
selected lists of subjects and announce that package material,wilAe
furnished only on these, and not on any subjects the inquirer iffy
happen to desire. When the bureau receives a request for a package
library on a subject not in the list, the reply furnishes what informa-
tion is available in the form of bulletins or other printed matter and'
cells attention to the subjectsfor which package libraries are already
prepared. Texas publishes such 'a list, with the subjects arranged in

Phabetical order, Indicating with an asterisk the subjects which are
184585°-204 -3
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commonly debatable. Indiana prints a circular, revised frequently,
-which usually groups the package-library subjects under the follow.
ing headings:

Civic improvement.
Child welfare.
Public health.
Recreation.
Education.
The circular for 1919 gives the

batable questions:
Agriculture credit.
Arbitration.
Capital punishment.
Chinese exclusion.
City manager pr.
Coeducation.
Commission government.
Compulsory education' -

Corporation tax.
County government.
Educational qualification for suf-

frage.
Employers' liability.
Government ownership of railroads.
Government ownership of telephone

and
Guarantee of bank deposits.
Imperialism.
Income tax.
Increased armament.
Initiative turd referendum.
Land question.
Liquor 'problem.
Merchant marine. Womnti suffrage.

Many subjects besides these are offered by the different univer-.
sities. There is a considerable exchange of package- llbrtu material
between bureaus and some cooperation inthe choosing of subjects,
especially for State - aide debates.

Universities offering 1Thrariee.--Package libraries on topics of cur-
rent public interest may be obtained from the following universities.
Bqrrowers should address the Director of the Extension Division :

University of Arizona, Tucson. University of North Dakota, Grand
University of Arkansas, Fayetteville. Forks.
University of Kansas, Lawrence. University of Okia)oma, Nortnan.
University of Kentucky, Lexington.. University of Pittsburgh, Pitts-
Universityof Missouri, Colulabla. burgh.

University of Texas, Austin,
University of Washington,' Seattle.
University of Wisconsin,. Madison.
Indiana University, Bloomington.

Labor questions.
Government.
Business questions.
:Miscellaneous.
Debatable questions.

following list of subjects under de-

Mexico.
Military service, compulsory.
Military training in schools.
Monroe doctrine.
Munielpal home rule.
Municipal ownership of public utili-

ties.
oId!age pensions.

- Philippines.
P resi la I term.
Primaries.
Race problems.
,Itecull of judges.
ltecall of judicial decisions.
Recall of ollicerS.,
Restriction of immigration.
Roads.
Rural schools, consolidation.
Ship subflidy (merchant marine).
Short ballot.
Single tax.
Strikes.
United States foreign policy.

University of Michigan, Ann Arbor.
University of Montana, Missoula.
'University of New Mexico, Albu-

querque.

I Temporarily diseofitnued.
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Other universities provide, either directly or through cooperation
with library commissions, an information service which accom-
plishes some of the purposes of package library bureaus.

University of California, Berkeley.
University of Georgia, Athens.
iliversity'of Idabo,Noscow.

-University of Iowa, Iowa City'.
University of Minnesota, Minneapons.
University of Nebraska. Lincoln. ,
University of North Carolina, Chapel

Hill.

University of Oregon, Eugene.
University of South Dakota, Ver-

milion.
University of Tennessee, Knoxville.
University of Utah, Salt Lake City.
University of N'Lrginia, Charlottesville.
University of West Virginia, Morgan-

town.

Department of University Extension, Boston, Mass.
DiFetor of Extension, Rutgers College, New Brunswick, N. J.
Director of General Extension. Maryland State College, College Park, Md.
Educational Extension Division and State Library of the University of

the State of New York, Albany, N. Y.

('haraetur of drmand.Study of the demand for package libraries
in different peripds reveals that the service is an adaptable one. In
the period fro t6 1914 to 1919 many package libraries were prepared
and lent on subject§ related to the war. Every University acted as
a distributing agency for information on the problems of the war.
The public discussion bureaus without exception distributed quan-
tities qf-printed matter. Several buretius announced that they were
prepared to answer requests for informption on almost any phase
of the war. The biennial report of the extension division of the
University of Wisconsin states that the major interest in the package
library wasa war interest: " Few packages were lent during tbe
biennium which did not bear directly or indirectly on the World
War."

Extent of service.The report lists some of the subjects and the
number of package libraries lent to show the shifi in deniand.

Miaow libraries sent oat by thr extension division of the University of
Wisronsin.

Subjects. 1914-1916 1916-1918

Dome economies 314 412World War 98 3:t86merrunent ownership 94 338Woman suffrage 252Hist Cross 38 10(8)7community singing 15 119Conservation nib 105Dairying
6.5 93Civic linprovem491 54 93Immigration 154 56
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Comport Ron of the demand for 8&r ware.

Subjects. 1909 1910 I 1911 1912 1913 I 1914

Woman suffrage 30 84 217 133 143 I 143

CommiRdon govornmeni 41 102 99 103 40 91

Immigration 31 55 fA 64 79 1 121

Parcel !Kw I. 26 51 41 57 37
I

Popular election 17 53 56 36 47

Imitative, referendum 19 13 52 65 34 1 :41

Capital punishment 13 10 12 29. 17 ! 29

Postal savings so 44, 16 6 4' 1

Municipal ownership 13 11 1 14 26 15 . .10

The following table classifies the subjects of the packages lent by
the'Texas bureau in 1918-19:

Political and social questions 1, 232

Education 725

O History ( mostly of the war)
Agilculture and home ecomimica___.. 1911

Science and useful arts 145

Literature 100

Fine arts 88

Religion and philosophy 23

The extent of the demand for package libraries varies considerably
in different States and is chiefly conditioned by the degree to which
the service is known. Practically none of the bureaus advertise, as
the word is ordinarily understood. The reasons for this are many,
but the chief one is that exiensive advertising would result in an
overwhelming call for service. Every bureau reports that it makes
little special effort to acquaint the public with the service. Many
directors state, " We now have more mail than we can handle as
efficiently.as we would wish." The universities receive many requests
for packages from persons in other States, though they are never
solicited. Several-bureaus referred all their out-of-State inquiries
to Washington, while the national Division of Educational Extea
sion was in existence during the first half of 1919. The national
division furnished information on current questions in response to
such referred requests. They numbered- over a thousand in the two
months after the clearing7house arrangement was made..

Complete data on the number of package libraries circulated by all
the universities are not available. The first column of the following

- table gives approximately the number of requests which were met by
supplying packages, involving frequently the relending of the same
libraries.

4
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l'aekage libraries h'nt by nine extenxion divisions, hill; 1,1918, to Halt 1, 1919.

Exteusiondivislon.
1

Number of
packages ,

lent.

Estimated
number of
borrowers.

AT k:u2sas 1,1100 5,000Colorado ,20 1,750
br liana 1,944 3,000
K:ttr, 5,137 50,000
M Whim 3,000 (I)Mt ( ri 1,115 5,000
Not Iii Carolina 3,219 t l 1Ic si. 3,000 3,445W t,consin 1,275 09,571

I No report.

arktion in use.From this table it it evident that there is con-
siderable variety in the -kind of use to which the libraries are put.
Sometimes a single package is borrowed over and over again, that
is, it, is used by a large number of persons. For instance, a package
library on municipal markets was sent to a city engineer, and by
hint it was lent to members of the city council and to officers of the
local chamber of commerce. A member of a civic club borrows a
package library on school feeding, and the various pieces of printed
matter are distributed among the group for study. A civics teacher
in the high school borrows a library. on municipal government and
assigns different phases of the topic to the students in her classes.
Thus a single packet may be used by 10 or more different individuals,
and it is difficult to determine exactly how extensively the inaWrial
in a package library collection 4 Made use of within It year.

Following is a rough classification of the various uses made of the
packages lent by Texas in 191S:

Addresses 28
Civic work _ 51
Camp tire and scud 23
Debates 834
School work 1,682
Various personal uses ,. 101
Women's olubs 337"

The following table indicates how the package libraries were used
in Wisconsin, 1912 to 1913:

Package librariea in Wisconsin, 1912-13.

7.1 by- Number. Number of
packages.

Sod eties
Educational inoUtutions
Libraries,
if isoellaneotta 1

41,

St

306
340

VS

93

736
1,903

177
. Pa

I AiUctes, bulimia, correspondence study, ofectiaLs, personal information, public add:lases.
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The following is a comparison of the uses made of libraries,in Wis-
consin. over a longer period of time:

t-8e. made of libraries in Wisconsin.

Used by 1912-1914

Numberu:fxrackai,w

1914-1016

ations 1,751 3,644 1,327
VII:Vional institutions 4,32s !

:,,o4s 3,616
Miscellaneous 461 1,544 1,5i0

6,570 11,136, 6,663

One year.

Ilse by adults.Since the package library has usually been de-
veloped first in connection with high-school debating, only gradually
has it_been made use of by adults. At present the average percentage
of adults borrowing libraries is not much higher than 10 per cent,
In some States it is estimated as high as 30 per cent. Oklahoma re.
ports that a large part of its seryice has been to commercial and
civic clubs, agricultural associations, and -- political organizations.
However, Oklahoma furnishes bulletin and other printed matter
rather than the standard package library. Arkansas and Indiana
are increasing their service to mature persons. Kansas also has a
large Adult clientele, particularly the women in rural districts.

To begin a package library service in an extension division does
not require a large initial expense, especially if it is developed con-
servatively, as has been the case with most of the established bureau -.

Organizing package library servicc.:A valuable service can be
rendered by a sibgle competent director, providing he is able to make
use of the ordinary 'resources of the university and enlists the aid of
the members of the faculty. Only a small budget is required. In

some cases package library service is undertaken by the general uni-
versity librarian under the supervision of the director of the exten-
sion division. In such a case at first all that is necessary is some
money for the purchase of extra copibs of current periodicals and
for. the payment of a special librarian.

But it is the general opinion that the package library work should
belong primarily to the extension divisiod and should not be 4111
appendage of the library, on the same theory that makes it advisable
not to have every school and department of the university conduct
its own extension activities out in the State. Indiana University
first began package library service through the general library.
When the extension division was reorganized Al 1914; a definite
budget was set aside and the general library was relieved of the
work. the Bureau of Public Discussion begin with a budget of
approximately $3,060.. Miss Harriet N. 13ircholt, now chief of the
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bureau, has submitted the following two budgets based on the
experience of Indiana. They are presented here to show that a
university can introduce or expand the package library service with
little difficulty, since a large budget,is not necessary, and also because
the aims and methods may be comparatively definite and simple.
The following paragraph is a copy of a statement in a printed circu-
lar of the Indiana bureau:

The aim of the Bureau of Public Discussion is to stimulate intelligent dis-
cussion of current, social. political, and economic questions. With this end in
view, the bureau engages in the following activities: It Itssists debating socie-
ties. civic discussion clubs, and literary clubs with suggestions as to organi-
zation and method of procedure. It recommends suitable topics for debates,
discussions, themes, anti orations : it provides suggestions Poi club programs;
and it supplies idlillogratpilles on the topics suggested. It lends package libraries
on present-day questions( It answers inquiries for general information.

Budget for n burr nu I( of pi/ /die dp((100(i1,11.

Items. 43 000 S5,15k1
bunt. budget.

Salaries:
Chief . t 11,7)0 $1,50013sistant 1693 I 1,000Part-time assistant ,. II 500

Equipment (ffle 0896S, desks). 300 I 500Supplies (chpping materials, cards. folders) .. 1110 300
li cigarillos (by' submAption and purchase) 75- 200l'amptilets (by purchase singly and in quantity) 25 100Boobs (guides, atlas reference books) 25 100Printing (cirqulars, bulletins, forms, advertising) too 150Slat tonery 300 500Extra help 30 BOContingency 45 70

Tcaal. 3,000 5,000

Items of .$3.000 budget.-7-The smaller budget, $3.000, represents
actual ex.Penditeures involved in establishing a- package-library serv-
ice. A competent head of the.bureau may sometimes be found for
the comparatively small salary of $1:200, but it is dear that such a
person should work under close supervision of the director of ex-
tension, or of the head of a social-science department, and have-
considerable assistance from the faculty. However, the service
should be independent and free to meet its own problems_ unhain -.
pered by academic methods, which are not serviceable for the best'
wdrk in university extension.

The first year it is not necessaritto subscribe for many periodicals.
There are always many copies available in a university community.
Faculty clubs frequently give their accumulated supply regularly
to the package-library service. Some publlshing houses will furnish
quantities free. There are great quantities of pamphlet material
obtainable free from many sources, from national societies, educa-
tional foundations, afid other associations. The first year the pack-

' age-library bureau can use the reference guides of the general library
. ,lir.
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of the university. It is, however, advisable to have a complete set
of guides and reference books in the bUreau library as soon as pos-
sible, bemuse experience has proved that a considerable percentage
of inquiries that come to extension divisions can -be answered easily
by referring to standard publications, and promptness is very dell
sirable. A special library facilitates prompt response to inquiry.
The bureau should have a\definite understanding with the general
library of the university and with the State library or library com-
mission. The usual arrangement is for the bureau to confine its -

work to providing package libraries made up4of bulletins, pamphlets,
documents clippings, and fugitive material on current public ques-
tions for persons who are not resident students of the university;
the university library lends books and other materials primarily

irto the faculty and resident stude ; tie State library or commis-
sion confines its work to lendit books in traveling libraries.

The $5,000 budget. The larger budget is analyzed on the same
basis as the smallerthat is, it represents expenditures ina-olved in
establishing a bureau of public discussion. With the larger elm
available, it is advisablb to put more money into salaries! because once
a minimum equipment is secured the quality of the sersice improves
most readily in proportion to the strength and ability of the staff of
workers. In the larger budget the amounts allotted to the purchase
of magazines, pamphlets, and books are nearly four times as great,
as in the smaller budget. The larger proportional expenditure for .
these items makes possible a saving in the time and energy of the
members of the staff, who otherwise would have to do more work
seeking material and consulting reference books outside of thtlilzeati
library.

GENERAL INFORMATION SERVICE.

Currea to pic8.The package librark a characteristic feature of
the more highly developed bureaus of public discussion and is used

,.

as a convenient method of answering inquiries for information,
especially on current topics. But these bureaus, or rather the general
extension divisions of which they are part. receive -many calls for
information on subjects which have not been made up in packages.
The following bureaus report the percentage of inguiries they re-
ceive on questions of current public interest and on miscellaneous
subjects not usually designated.sis current topics:

Pereentage of inquiries (m (rrent topics.
Per cenL

Oregon 54)

.North Carolina 75
Indiana 00
Texan
Oklahoma 75
Wand 75
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Not only is there a substantial percentsge of inquiries on miscel-
laneous topics that have to be answered by references, special letters,
I. Ihtins, and other -printed matter not incorporated in package
libraries, but many of the requests for infoimatiOn on current topics
have to be answered by various methods suited to the individual case.
This sort of service often requires considerable consultation in the
general university library and in the offices of different university
departments. Oklahoina. and Indiana both report instanced of in-
iluiries on legal questions which required consultation with members
of the law faculty, some of them involving considerable investigation.

To indicate the range of subjects, a director of a bureau cites a
number of requests for information which came to him in one day.
Two of them asked for " full information " concerning the " budget
system " and " how to cure pork in warm weather." Requests re-
ferred to the. Washington division from the States ranged from
technical questions concerning war-risk insurance, vocational quid-
mice, vital statistic, to general questions concerning community
centers, merchant marine, military training, reconstruction. Many

-----tr4ters written in. pencil and on all sorts of stationery ask simply for
n literature." " Please send me a package library " frequently comes
through the mail ; sometimes the writer asks for a bibliography with-
out specifying the subject. These inquiries do net represent mere
ignorance; often they are evidence of a real desire for information.
Sometimes a letter explaint elaborately the isolated situation of the --
writer and appeals eloquently for something interesting to read and
study.' He has heard of the university as a public institution and
yet may not know that his own town has-a public library which could
satisfy _his desire. Others know their libraries and other sources of
information, but desire something additional which will give them
it wider knowledge of certain specific subjects.

Probably all universities recognize their obligation to answer re-
quests for information on educational opportunities and on subjects
which are represented in their curricula. In response to a sugges-
tion that inquiries of this nature received at Washington might be
referred to the universities of the States from which the letters come,
33 university priaicleuts or the directors of extension replied that
the reference to them of the letters would, e welcomed andthat they
would endeavor to furnish the information desired. Many specified

- in detail the kinds of inquiries which they. were prepared-to handle,
but most of them agreed to take care of all inquiries which the
Federal 'office judged suitable for reference to the State.

TO the suggestion the chancellor of a southern university replied,
"Any question asked by a citizen of this State I am quite sure the
university is in a .poeition to answer. If there should be any question .

,1345815.21:1--4
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which we can not answer, we are prepaled to refer it to the proper
source of information." The, president of a university in the North
wrote, " The university receives every day a considerable number of
letters asking information on all sorts of subjects, both on earth 3ne.
in heaven. We make it a point to answer all such inquiries." An-
other uniyafsity offered to answer any inquiries." so long as they are
not too expensive in their requirements for special investigation."
A direetbr'of extension explains.ihat the division is in close touch
with experts of the ,university and State departments acid therefore
has opportunity for ekqeptional advisory assistance, and that the
university's splendid library facilities afford almost unlimited oppor-
tunity for research.

Informational bullehm.General information service involves, ill
addition to extended coraespondence and the furnishing of printed
matter procured from many sources, a considerable amount of effort
devoted to the preparation and printing of special informational
bulletins. The following is a suggestive list of bulletins issued by a
few of the university extension divisions for their general informa-
tion service. They are selected to show the variety of subjects
treated.
California:

Compulsory Health Insurance.
Military Service.
Single-House Legislature.
The News-Print Situation.
League to Enforce Peace.
Steps Toward Democracy.
From North to South in Europe,

. Episodes in American History.
Colorado:

Protection Against Typhoid.
The Practical Value of Birds.
Insanity, Its Nature, Causes, and

Prevention.
Community Welfare Conferences.
Administrative Efficiency in a De-

mocracy.
Social Education and Public Health.

Indiana:
The Community Schoolhouse.
Indiana Local History.
Play and Recreation.
Community Institutes.
Financing the War.
Vocational Recreation in Indiana.
Women in Industry.
School and Community Service.
Americanization In Indiana.

Iowa:
Store Lighting.
Vocational Guidance in High

Schools.
Principles of Advertising.
EmploYers' Welfare. Work In Iowa.
Iowa Handbook on Child Welfare.
The&Social fhtrvay.
.Newspaper English.

IowaContinned.
The Overdraft Evil as' Illustrated in

lawn Bunks,
Survey of the School Buildings of

Muscatine.
Kansas:

Constructive JuvAdie Effort in Kan-
sas.

Suggestions for Forming Child Wel-
fare Organizations.,

The Cigarette Problem.
Training for Debating.
Merchants' Week Lectures,
Plays for Schools.
The Department of General Infor-

mation.
Missouri:

Preservation of Food in the R ome.
Abnormal and Defective Children.
The House Fly.
Country Roads.
Technical and Manual Arts for Gen-

eral Educational Purp4ist.
Better. Highways.
The Feeding of Children.

Minnesota :
Community Centers.
Unlvgrsity ExtensionWhat awl

Why.
Handbook of Extension Service.
Community Service.

North Carolina:
Ship Subsidies.
Cooperative Institutions Among the

Farmers of Catawba County.
Sampson County: Economic and
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North CarolinaContinued.
Oar Country Church Problem.
4 qv Carolina Highlanders.
County Government 'and (7ounty Af-

fairs.
'ational* Ideals in British and

American Literature.
The Community Pageant.
Reconstruction and Citizenship.

'Wallowa :
4. Workmen's Compensation.

MunicIpal Affairs.
The Great War.
Social Problems.

4 Iregon :
Home Study Courses for Teachers.
Emergency Courses for Met in War

Indust ries.
Putting the Eyes to Work.
Training for Citizenship.

Texas:
School Literary Societies.
The Furnishing and Decoration of

the Home.
A Study of Rural Schools'in Tra-

vis County.
Pure Milk and How to Get It.
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TexasContinued.
University Aid for Community

Councils of Defense.
War Songs for Community Meet-

ings.
Washington:

The Social and Civic Center.
State Roads and Permanent High-

ways. 4

The Making of a Newspaper.
Taxation in Washington.
Ethical Aspects of Journalism.
Ores, Coals, and 'Useful Rocks of

Washington.
Wisconsin:

Community Music and Drama.
Industrial Education and )epentl-

ency.
Municipal and Sanitary Engineer-

ing.
Nursing as a Vocatiott for Women.
Organized Poor Relief in Wisconsin.
The Eye in Industrial Accidents.
Public Recreation.
Wisconsin Baby Week.
The Manual Arts as Vocations.
Prenatal Care.

CLUB STUDY AND LIBRARY SERVICE.

Club study and library service is to some extent centralized and
directed in most of the States, either by the universities or by the
State libtaries and commissions. Aside 'from -the promotion of
local public :library organization, which is the chief function of
the library commission, the central club study and library service
of both university and commission is, generally speaking, of two
kindsassistance in supplementing the resources of local public
libraries by the circulation of books and other materials for study;
and assistance by advice and suggestion to State leagues, to local
clubs, and to individuals in study and investigation.

Library commissioner. The advisory work of the universities and
commissions consists chiefly in the recommendation to clubs and so-
cieties of suitable topics for study, the preparation of bibliographies
and outlines of study courses, and suggestions for the best methods
of systematic study. The work of supplementing local library re-
mmrces consists of the lending of traveling libraries, package
libraries, exhibits, lantern slides, motion-picture films: the distribu-
tion of informational bulletins, and the furnishing of lecturers for
addresses ii series. In both phases of the work the universities and
commissions deal with individuals and organizations anywE3re in
the State, whether There exists a local public library or not; that
is, the central service may not be linked with the service of a local
library, depending on the arrangement made by persons who secure .

the service.
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Scope of miveraity service. What is the scope of the club study
and library service of university extension aivisions and what rela-
tion has it to that of the library commissions? The answer to the
question is best found in the fact that library co missions have
chiefly administrative functions, and universities havevritharily the
functions of re -arch, teaching, and dissemination of information.
Accordingly, the university extension divisions have seldom directly
engaged in the work of organizing local public libraries or of estab-
lishing methods of providing standardized collections of hooks for
the use of small communities which have no public library. 'This
work is left to the library commissions and committees in 30 States.
In others, library organization is promoted usually by a division of
the State library or is left to local initiative.

lLibrary commissions do, however, undertake certain activities
which are not primarily administrative, activities which are more
commonly undertaken by the universities. There are several reasons
for this. The advisability of keeping the two fields of administration
and education separate is not always recognized; in some States the
universities have not undertaken club study and library service and
the commissions find it advisable to meet the demand for such serv-
ice on the part of the people; in other States_commission and uni-
versity officers find the field of service so wide and the possibilities
so great that there is room for both agencies to cqoperate .in the
same line of work.

Traveling libraries. The most characteristic activity of the library
commissions, which at the same time is undertaken by some univer-
sities,.is the circulation of traveling libraries of books. These travel-
ing libraries are small collections of bound volumes, averaging about
25, for miscellaneous reading. The make-up of the collection is much
the same, on a small scale, as that of local public libraries. Their
object is to supplement the latter where it is small and to supply a
substitute when it is absent. The loan collections are sent both to
individuals-and to community organizations. Several university ex-
tension divisions lend traveling libraries. Oklahoma had over 100
in circulation in 1919. The Wyoming extension service circulates
traveling libraries consisting of 20 or more books of fiction, history,
Science, and travel.

,Legielative deference. --Some of the State libraries conduct legis-
lative reference bureaus. When the university in the same State also
has a reference bureau, the field is usually divided, so that the library

owserves especially the State departments and legislators and the uni-
versity serves primarily the municipal authorities and local commu-
nity, organizations.

Special' service. Most library commissions attempt to provide
special collections of booksler women's clubs. The clubs submit their
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yearly program and ask for certain books on the subjects listed. The
books are procured and lent, sometimes fe" the year, upon payment
by the club of a small fee and transportatt, 1 charges. Frequently
outlines and bibliographits are furnished, a, d some assistance is
offered in the making of programs. A similar k 'al of club service is
given by many of the universities, especi'ally in .t.le States which do
not have commissions. When both agencies develop this service, the
tendency is for the commission to lend books and the 'university
to provide outlines and bibliographies and advisory assistance. This
is a recognition of the fact that universities have access to the numer-
ous specialists in various departments and to superior special library
facilities. An extension bureau need not be limited by insufficient
staff, for the whole university faculty is usually at its service for
particular consultation and general reference.

Somewhit distinct from the library service to women's clubs is
that which supplies collections of books and other printed matter
on definite, limited topics of study. These are'furnished extensively,
both to individuals and to small groups, by library commissions as
well as by university extension divisions: Just as in4he case of meet-
ing the needs of women's clubs, the supplying of this service, is more
naturally the function of the extension divisions, having as they
do greater resources and more flexibility in the purchase, publica-
tion, and distribution of printed matt especially fugitive material
from newspapers and magazines and casual prints, such as announce-
ments, programs, syllabi, and outlines, and manuscripts of every
type.

The most common form of extension service in this line is that of
the package library. Its field is somewhat more circumscribed than
that of the club libraries above mentioned and corresponds, in a
more unpretentious way, to that of the special library on a single
topic. Its make-up has already been described. It furnishes assist-
ance for debates, for the preparation of papers by club members
and high-school students or teachers, and for similar purposes in a
great variety of organizations, as well as for individual study. DA
largest use at present is for purposes of debating, especially for
contests of the high school and similar debating leagues. Of the 32
-universities which assist public discussion and debating in their
States, 27 either maintain a package library system of their own or
have an arrangement with the university library to furnish the
necessary debating material. Ten library commissions also have a
debating servicd, three of these beiian States where the extension
divisions do not maintain such a ser and one in a State which
does nathave a general extension divt n. In the remaining six,

'either the division or the commission giv practically all the service.
A%
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The more highly developed package library services are coming to
be almost exclusively maintained by the universities.

The correspondence reference service, supplying general informa-
tion and references for reading in answer to inquiries from indi-
viduals or groups, is even more completely in the hands of the ex-ten-
sion divisions, only a few commissions giving it any attention.

In the matter of lending pictures and slides, likewise, the dupli-
cation is not extensive. Only three of the congnissions in States
which have general extension divisions furnish material of this sort,
while several of those in other States do so extensively. A not un-
usual arrangement is for the extension division to supply slides for

illustrated lectures, while the commission circulates pictures and, in
a few instances, stereoscopic views.

In the case of general club service, although it is undertaken by
26 universities and 19 commissions, there is little duplication of
effort In only three instances are special books lent by both com-
mission and university. In only two States are outlines and special
bibliographies furnished to clubs by both agencies. In 11 States
there is apparent dtkilication in club service, but upon analysis it
becomes dear that the commissions and universities hsve developed
substantially different activities.

Coopsrcu'ion,The statements just made indicate that wherever
there is a possibility of dupliciption of work by the extension divi-
sions and the library commissions, there is a strong tendency to
divide the field between them. The field is indeed so vast that there
can be little difficulty in this line. There is evidence in a number of
States of a cordial cooperation, -either by a distinct understanding
of what each organization is to take as its special province, or by
a willing mutual support and assist ace. In California, Indiana,
Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota, and Wisconsin, for instance, the
commission publishes, as one of its aims, to cooperate with the ex-
tension division, not only in its debating service, but in some in-
stances also in its correspondence study woilr.. And the cases where
the extension divisions leave the library service, either in whole or
in part, to the commissions, show the same spirit existing on their
part also.

Club study courses.The most distinctive kind of club service per-
formed by extension divisions not undertaken by library eommis-
sions consists of a definitely planned courSe, of study followed by
the club with the aid and sgpervision of an instructor from the uni-
versity, or at least of a lecturer or director who meets the group at

4, intervals. The courses resepible the regular university extension
class; which in turn may be similar to the regular residence class.
The course for clubs, however, is not usually designed to be as in-
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tensive as the regular class, and. of course academic credit is not
given. These courses for women's clubs and civic organizations
sometimes go by the name of " grout) study."

The supervision of these 'courses involves varying amounts of
work by the extension division ankhe instructor. The general plan
and the details 'of arrangement for each club in different cities are
worked out by the extension division in cooperation with club lead-
ers. The instructor may give a series of lectures, or he may present,
the prepared outline or course at a single meeting and return later
to summarize the ground covered by the club, or he may confine his
direction to correspondence concerning difficulties encountered in the
cour-,%

Practically all university extension divisions offer group study
courses of this nature; most of them, however, limiting their serv-
ice to providing instructors or lecturers. Fees are charged for these
services in most instadces, at least for the lecturers who are drawn
from various university departments. When such courses are con-
ducted 'by members of the extension staff, the fees are usually levied
on the basis of travel expenses. Some dissatisfaction with this prac-
tice has arisen among extension directors on the ground that clubs
frequently pay high fees for commercial lecturers and at the same
time demand excessive service from the university with little effort
or pecuniary help in return to meet a share of the work and expense
that burden the university.

Correspondence study courses are sometimes utilized by women's'
clubs as a basis for their programs. Miss Nadine Crump, of the
California Extension Division, describes the method it was em-
ployed in her State:

When the division was first established a gresmany club women made an
appeal for some educatiopal food for the women. `" The bill of fare
at that time was ahogether too academia and uninviting; moreoverjhe mem-
bers in most cases could not afford to pay the fee, so they were turned away
hungry. The fee being a stumblingblock to those who most needed the
service, a plan was devised by which the difficulty might he eliminated. It
was proposed that one or more members register for the course, the fee to
he mud either by the member registering or by the club or the section of
the club in which the work was to de done. These studs is prepared the
assignments far enough in advance of the club meeti enable them to
receive their papers with corrections and suggestions from the instructor at
the university. Thus fortified by study and by aid from the tastructor,
the member_ is enabled to lead the club in the discussion of the topic in question.

*Several clubs have thus substituted a correspondence course for their usual
program. Sometimes a club organized itself into a class, to which an instructor
was sent at weekly or semiweekly periods.'

.1 Proc. Nat. nth. Extension Association, 1016.
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The success with which the work was carried on is indicated by the
reports from the club women. The following is an extract from
such a report: ,

The class finds the course very hiteresting. It has stimulated newspaper
and magazine reading among our club members to a marked degree. None
of our members wishes to get 'credit for the eourse. We aye all married
and most of us are mothers of families, and our desire in taking this course
was simply to stimulate our minds and receive instruction that would give
us some organized ideas as to why this and other wars have been entered
Into. A siiifferent member of the club takes the assignment each week and
gives it to the class, answers the questions, and writes a paper on her allotment.
Afterwards there is a general discussion.

The correspondence course, however, is not generally satisfactory:
but the fact that many clubs have used it and reported progress
indicates how strongly the members of the clubs desire to do luird
and thorough 'work under the direction of their university.

Study outlines.Many extension divisions tire issuing substantial
series of study outlines for clubs and other study groups. Some of
these amount to a breaking of new ground; they are a departure
from the old outlin6 which usually dealt with such subjects as art,
history of .Greece, great musicians, natural history, and the like.
These newer courses deal with local community conditions, local
history, social and child-welfare surveys, county government studies,
and similar subjects which have not been extensively treated iu
books. Still others offer systematic guidance in the study of large
general problems, which, however, are of lively contemporary in-
terest anti importance. One such club-study outline on Problems
of the War was prepared by Indiana University extension division
and reprinted by the women's committee of the Council of National
Defense. Though this outline uvas prepared in the fall of 1917, it
nevertheless adhered to sound traditions of university study in that
it refrained from the tendency to concentrate on purely war topics
and laid considerable emphasis on reconstruction problems which at
that time had hardly touched public attention.

Another club-study course, prepared by the University of North
Carolina, illustrates the same tendency toward high standards in the
consideration of current topics of great public importance. It is a
"Course on Americanization: Studies of the peoples and the move-.
ments that ace building up the Amerieln Nation." Although it is
printed in attractive anti simple style and avoids heavy academic
treatment, it nevertheless is far from being a merely noptilar or
superficial outline. Careful suggestions are given forsthe proper use
of the program, among which is the following: " The outline is in-
tended 'as a guide for 'reading and studying, not as a cut-and-dried
program. 'It should he adapted testhe interests of .the indiiidual
club." The program contains arge number of pertinent and well-
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selected quotations from authorities on immigration and Anierican:
ization, and presents a comprehensive bibliography which is at, the
same time well arranged for practical use. The bulletin does not
take the popular or one-sided view of the general problem. Instead
it takes the high ground indicated in the following quotations:

The course is addressed in the main to the study of the immigrant in his
American environment. It is an attempt .to make the foreign born better knoWn
to native Americans, in order that a more intelligent and appreciative relation
may spring up among the members of the composite fnmlly. We have
lost melt by ignoririg nil that the immigrant brings with him and we battle
missed much by a failure to realize what he represents.

The extension division of the,,rniversity of Colorado issued in
January, 1919. an attractive folder announcing in some detail the
service it offers to women's clubs. The following is a condensed de-
scription of a number of the outlined which it furnishes on request:
" Women's Place in Rermtxtruction."

A brief study of women's advancement up to nit' time of the outbreak of the war, the
work she has done during the war, and her part and place in the reconstruction period.
" Thedeffect of War on Education."

J A study of education In various nations before the war. Low this education has failed in
the war, how the war has changed and is changing education, and what must be done
to prevent education from becoming a failure In the future.
"Child Welfare."

study ofthe new npprecIntioil of childhood, 11o:hiding such topics as health, education,
recreation, socialization, and child-labor problems.
"Community/ Atudit."

The big modern social problem, Including kit others, Is that of living together. To do
this successfully, we need to understand the facts and relations of modern community 4116

life. This outline/ is Intended as a guide for the'study of one's community.
" Periods of Enfilish or American Literature.":

It Is suggested that some one period be selected for a detailed study. A subject that
would be Interesting and profitable for a club would be the Effect of the War on Litera-
ture, or Weir Poefty, depending upon the interests of the club.
" The Artistic Home."

This outline includes the following Topics: Interior decoration, landscape gardening,'
pictures for the house, small-house planning, application of color in dyeing fabrics.

The general extension division of the University of Arkansas
prints suggestions for yearbook committees, including the, offerof
study outlines on European and American natio-iii, and states that
lantern slides can be secured to supplement programs on the various
countries, as well as phonograph records to use with speciti,I music
programs. Among the club study outlines offered are the following:
General: Art -- Continued.

Serial Problems in Arkansas. English and American Painters.
Ailierican Literature. Indian, Chinese, and Japanese Art.
South American Republics. History of Art..

Art: Some Great Masters.
Design and Color Applied to thet Greek Sculpture and Architecture.

Modern Home. Musk: -
Arts and Crafts. Great MusiciansOpera.
French Cathedrals. Music of Ike Different Nations --Way
Flembili Art. u0,0e7"- Music.
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The Okla Inima division prints outlines of subjects for " Studies in
Current Topics." One such outline gives in detail the 'topics and
subtopics which are covered by a series of four bulletins on: " Studies'
on the Great War"; "Social Problems "; " Problems of Personal De-
velopment"; "Living in Oklahoma." Under the " General Theme:
Living in Oklahoma" are listedeight parts, each of 'which is exten-
sively subdivided. The parts are: "Material Resounas"; "Okla-
homa Civics"; " Spiritual Resources "; " Oklahorn History ";
"Americanization"; "Needs and Problems "; "Applications of Liv--
ing in Oklahoma "; "A Social Survey of the Community."

CLUB STUDY, PUBLIC DISCUSSION, AND LIBRARY SEJtVICE BY
STATES.

The following is a brief description of the service offered in the
48 States. It is intended to show at a glance the salient points for
each State in so far as the relation between library commissimi and
university division is concerned, especially with reference to possible
duplication of work. In order to Obid repetition only incidental
mention is made of the work of the commission, in legislative refer-,

_Ince, in the promotion of public library organization, and the circula-
Trion of traveling libraries. For the .saine reason the lecture service
and general information service of universities are usually omitted.
This applies also to visual instruction (through lantern slides, motion
pictures, and exhibits). The list does not include the municipal uni-
versities, the private institutions, the colleges, and the normal schools,
many of which offer considerable service. .

Alabaraul.The University of Alabama, at University, assists the
work of discussion and debating clubs, especially in secondary schools.
The Alabama Department of Archives and History, at Montgomery.
has a division of librafy 4extension, which :circulates traveling
libraries and gives some assistance to clubs.

Arizona.The General Extension Division, at Tucson, offers its
service to clubs and other organizations for debating and public
diset-istt. Material on all public questions may be secured on re-

. quest. A loan-package library service is being organized.
Arkansa.g.The General Extension Division of the University of

Arkansas, at Fayetteville, supplies package libraries for clubs and
debating societies and business men. It outlines reading and study
courses for clubs,'with suggested topics and references, providing spe-
cial material on municipal questions for papers and reports. The
Arkansas Library Rommission, at Little Rock, promotes library
organization chiefly. through advisory service.

CaZilornict.-1-The University of California Extension Division, at
Berkeley, has made a practice of sendii g. to the State Library, at
Sacramento, and to the county libraries, a list of correspondelied
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students, subjectsotexts, and works of reference, as well as questions
for debate, the names of schools taking part- in the debating, and the
dates of the contests. The libraries furnished the necessary books
and materials. This arrangement was changed in 1919 to correct
a situation which led to unnecessary work on the part of the libraries
in the purchase of books,which might not be used by the students. The
extension division has package libraries on a limited number 'of sub-
jects, and provides a municipal reference service. It supplies current
events lectures and lantern slides, and circulates traveling industrial
exhibits. The State Library furnishes traveling libraries and special

inks.
olorado.The University of Colorado Extension Division, ati,

Boulder, sends out books, magazines, and package libraries to indi-
viduals, schools, and clubs for work in discussion and debating and
for general information. It also supervises high-school debating
and assists in arranging club programs, furnishing outlines and
courses. The division conducts municipal reference service. The
State traveling library commission gives some service in the. promo-
tion Of library organization.

Connecticut. The Public Library Comthission, at Haftford, lends
a number of special libraries and pictures and furnishes club -study
programs. It also has collections of stereopticon slides, with accom-
panying lectureA for circulation.

Del antvtre.The Library Commission, State Library, at Dover, pro-
motes librirqAanization, lends books, and circulates traveling li-
braries.

Florida,The University of Florida, at Gainesville, was even an
appropriation for university extension by the legislature of 1919.

Georgia. The University of Georgia, at Athens, conducts a public
discussion and general infdrmation service and lends a number of
package libraries. The Georgia Library Commission, at Atlanta,
gives chiefly advisory assistance in organizing local libraries.

Idaho. The University of Idaho, at Moscow, lends books and
other material for study. It also furnishes package " ibraries and de-
bate material. It supplies bibliographies, outlines, and visual iii-

struction materials.' The Idaho State Library Commission, at Boise,
circulates traveling libraries.

Illinois. The Libiary Extension Commission, Spring-fleld, fur-
nishes collections of books and bibliographies for club study and
debating. It supplies special school libraries, traveling libraries,
club-study outlines. It also lends pictures and lantern slides. The
,University of Illinois, at Urbana, provides an information service
in agricultural subjects and home economics. It gives some advisory
assistance in community organization.
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Indiana.Indiana University Extension Division, at Bloomington,
supplie4 package-library service for individuals and clubs, for study
and for debating and discussion. It maintains traveling art and wel-
fare exhibits, some of which were turned over to it by the Public Li-
brary Commission and a committee of the Federation of Women's
dlubs. It gives considerable assistance to clubs: Bibliographies, out-
lines, study courses, lantern slides, films, stereoscopic views, lectures.
The Public Library Commission, at Indianapolis, confines its work
(other than that of organization) chiefly to the lending of.books, not
only those- in traveling libraries, but also special volumes for clubs
and other groups.

I awa.- -The University of Iowa Extension Division, at Iowa City,
offers service to clubs. It prepares club' study outlines, furnishes
package libraiies for business men, and lends lantern slides, films,
and exhibits. The university library furnishes package libraries for
subjects of debate among high schools. The Iowa Library Commis-
sion, at Des Moines, maintains an extensive reference and club serv-
ice, and supplies libraries for a number of subjects of debate. It
also has a number of traveling picture collections.

Kanla,i.The Extension Division of the -University of Kansas, at
Lawrence, has a public discussion, debating, and club service, and co-
operates with the State Municipal League. It supplies package
libraries and collections of books on a large number of subjects, espe-
cially for club work and debating. It furnishes study outlines to
clubs and individuals. The Traveling Libraries Commission, at
Topeka, has a number of collections of books for correspondence
study students. It lends pictures and special books.

Kentucky.-,-The University of Kentucky Department of Univer-
.sity Extension supplies package libraries, bibliographies, study
outlines, and other matgrial to clubs and other organizations. It
promotes public discussion and debating; it cooperates with the
Department of English in the conduct of high-school debating
contests. The Bureau of General Information and Welfate offers a
comprehensive information service, including assistance in community
dramatics. The Kentucky Library Commission, at Frankfort,
furnishes collections of books; programs, and outlines to clubs and
bibliographies for debates and essays.

Louitiatuz.The University of Louisiana does not maintain gen-
eral extension service in this field.

aitio.The University of Maine, at Orono, has given some as-
sistance to secondary school debating. The Maine Library Com-
mission, at Augusta, cooperates with the Federation of Women's
Clubs in placing traveling collections, and furnishes clubs, com-
munity centers, and Other organizations with libraries.
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Maryland.The General Extension Division of Maryland Site
College, at College Park, conducts a package library service and
assists clubs and debating societies. The Maryland Public Library
Commission. at Baltimore, promotes the organization of public
libraries. and lends traveling libraries.

Massachusetts. The Department of University Extension, at Bos;
ton, publishes informational bulletins and cooperates with the Free
Library Commission in providing a general information service.
The commission encourages library extension in outlying districts by
supplying books, and through the Women's Education Association
places books in the hands of foreign-born personsjn the State.

Michigan. The University of Michigan Extension Division, at
Ann Arbor, through its library extension service, provides package
libraries, briefs for debate. lists of books, model lessons. lists of
plays, and study outlines. It conducts a municipal reference bureau.
It serves Civic clubs and many other organizations, including\
public libraries. The State Library, at Lansing. maintains col-
lections of books for women's clubs and special libraries for civic
and other organizations, as well as an extensive collection of pictures
illustrating ancient and modern art.

Minnesota The University of Minnesota Extension Division, at
Minneapolis, conducts a municipal reference bureau. It furnishes
plays for community dramatics and provides programs and other
aids for community centers and clubs. The Public Library Commis-
sion, at St. Paul, supplies special- libraries and outlines to a largo
number of study clubs. It lends books, pamphlets. magazine articles,
pictures, stereoscopic views. It maintains a package library service
for high-school debating and essay writing, and assists the State dis-
cussion league.

issi4sippi.The University of Mississippi haenot developed geb-
oral extension work. The service bureau of Mississippi Agricultural
and Mechanical College maintains 4 package library department. It
supplies visual instruction materials and a general information
service.

,ifigsoitri.The Extension Division of the University of Missouri,
at Columbia, by arrangement 'with the university library and the
Missouri Library Commission, at Jefferson, City, furnishes package
libraries and books to individuals, clubs, and debating societies. It
maintains a traveling art exhibit and lends lantern slides. It gives
a special 'information service on municipal affairs. The commission, .

besides circulating traveling libraries, also supplies sets of books,
pictures, and other material for schools, study clubs, and debating
societies.

MontanaThe Public Service Division of the University of Mon-
tana, at Missoula, maintains a general information service. It as-
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sists clubs and debating societies in choosing subjects and furnishes
bibliographies and study outlines. The university library lends
package libraries to individuals and to schools, and gives general
assistance to town and country iikraries.

Nebraska..The Extension Division of the University of Ne-
braska, at Lincoln, maintains a loan library of books apd periodicals;
it supplies material for debating and circulates lantern slides and
motion pictures. The Public Library Commission, at Lincoln. co-
operates directly with the extension division in supplying books and
other material for club study and debating and for extension classes.

Nevada.The University of Nevada Library. at Reno, regularly
lends books, pamphlets, and magazines to students, debaters, club
workers, and readers throughout the State.

New Hampshire.The Public Library Commission gives chiefly
advisory assistance in library developinen't. The colleges of the
State have not developed general extension work.

New Jersey.ThCPublic Library Commission, at Trenton, in ad-
dition to its regular traveling libraries, maintains an extensive loan
service to individuals for special study. This it is enabled to do
through the cooperntion of the larger public libraries in the State.
It gives direct aid to school libraries.. Rutgers College, at New
Brunswick, gives assistance in debating.

New Mexieo.The University Of New Mexico, at Albuquerque.
provides package library service and assists in debating and public
discussion. A system of traveling libraries is maintained. The
service is being reorganized and expanded.

New York.The University of the State of New York. at Albany,
through the Educational Extension Division and State Library, cir-
culates traveling libraries to schdols, study clubs, libraries, communi-
ties, individuals, and organizations of all kinds. It encourages
systematic work by study clubs and gives assistance in preparing
programs. It issues certificates to clubs maintaining certain standards.
It furnishes package libraries and assists, in debating and public
discussion. The visual instruction division circulates a large collec-
tion of slides and pictures for illustrated lecturesand speciil study.

North Carolina. The Extension Division of the University of
North Carolina, at Chapel Hill, has material, including package
libraries, sent out from the university library for debating and club
work. It promotes club study, especially the study of local and
county affairs, conditions, and government. It has issued S syllabus
of Home-County Club Studies, a study outline on the Country
Church, and a course on Americanization. The division prepares
annually the official study outline for the Federation of Women's
Clubs and lends supplethentary material. It provides special mate-
rial for municipal reference. The State Library Commission, at
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Raleigh, -furnishes programs for clubs. It supplies special books*
and some package libraries.

North Dakota.The University of North Dakota Extension Divi -'
sion, at Grand Forks, sends out bibliographies and other library
material for debating and public discussion. It also provides
package library Laid general informatioe service. The State Library
Commission, at Bismarck, maintains a reference service andbsupplies'
collections of books and package libraries for club study and de-
bating.

Ohio. The Board of Library Commissioners, State Library, at
Columbus. has a library organization department, which promotes
the extension of public-library facilities in the State. The colleges
and universities assist high-school debating. Miami University,.at'
Oxford, lends books to extension centers and to individuals.

Oklahoma, The Extension Division of theTniversity of Okla-
homa, at Norman, furnishes package libraries and le is of books,
especially on rural' and municipal subjects. It offerial munici-
pal and commercial aids. It prepares digests of material for study,
debate, and discussion on current questions and distributes them
through printed bulletins, a distinctive kind _o_f_,0 Current Events
Study " service. The State legislature created a library commission
in 1919.

Oregon.The University of Oregon Extension Division, at Eu-
gene, supplies package libraries and other aids to individuals and
study clubs. It provides' a general information service and also
assists a State debating league. The State Library, at Salem, main-
tains a reference collection of clippings, public documents, and other
material which it sends out on request. It has loan collections of
books and pamphlets for debating societies and special study libraries
for clubs.

Pennsylvania.The Extension Division of the University of Pitts-
burg supplies package libraries, assists debating societies, and pro-
vides a general information and club service. The Pennsylvania
State College gives some assistance in debating and public discussion.
The Free Library Commission, at Harrisburg, promotes library
organization, lends books and pictures, and provides club study and
debating services.

Rhode Island. The State committee on libraries, Department of
Education, at Providence, gives direct aid to local libraries. Brown

%University provides library and club service.
South* Carolina.The Extension Division of the University of

South Carolina, at Columbia, conduCts a general information and
\ club service. It-assists in the organization and supervision of high-

school debating. ,
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South Dakota. The Extension Division of they University of
South Dakota, at Vermilion, furnishes lists of discussion and debate
topics with outlines and bibliographies and supplies package libra-
ries. It lends visual instruction material. The Free Library Com-
mission, at Pierre, lends to schools package libraries and books for
debate. It serves clubs with programs, outlines, and books.

Tennence.The University of Tennessee, at Knoxville, supplies
lectures and other assigtance to clubs. It assists debating and discus-
sion societies. The division of library extension, Department of
Education, at Nashville, promotes library organization.

Texa8.The Extension' Division of the University of Texas, at
Austin, sends out package libraries on a large number of subjects for
use in debating, club study, And other purposes. It maintains an ex-
tensive systkm,pf club study, with courses similar to those offered at
the University. A comprehensive general information service has
been developed. The Texas Library and 1 at.historical Commission, a
Austin, cooperates in library serviceditig books, pienphlets, and
outlines. It refers requests for information on current topics to the
extension division, and the division refers in turn inquiries for his-
torical and certain types of technical material.

Utah.The Extension Division of the University of Utah, at Salt
Lake City, fills requests for books, package libraries, and other ma-
terial for debating and club study through the university library.
The Departntint of Public Instruction, at Salt Lake City, has a
library secretary and organizer who promotes library development.
The State Library gives some service in addition to legislative ref-
erence.

Verrn.ont.The Free Public Library Commission, at Montpelier,
in addition to the usual traveling library service, provides a number
of club-study collections and furnishes special books- and package
libraries. It also has a number of picture collections. The Univer-
sity of Vermont, at Burlington, circulates educational exhibits. .

Virginia.The University of Virginia, at Charlottesville. lends
package libraries on a limited number of subjects, supplies general
information, and assists discussion and debating societies. The State
Library, at Richmond, sends out collections of books to comninnities

'and study clubs,
Washington. The Extension Division of the Upiversity of Wash-

ington, at Seattle, has temporarily discontinued its package library
service, but still furnishesa general information and club service. It
prepares bulletins, outlines, bibliographies, and other material on
ibcial problems. The division conducts a bureau of municipal and
legislative research. The Washington State Library CoMmission, at
Olympia, gives advice in establishing local public itbraries and sonic
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assistance in club study and debating. Washington State College, 4
Pullman, prepares bibliographies, bulletins, and package libraries
for debate and club study.

'West Virgin;mThe University of West Virginia library sends
out package libraries and other material to communities, study clubs,
and high schools, and gives : ssistance in public discussion and de-
bating. The newly organized Extension Department is preparing to
exiiand the work.

-The Extension Division of the University of Wis-
con,in, at Madison. has a very extensive collection of- package
librariK fQr use by debating leagues and clubs of every kind, and
for information and study in general. 1' conducts a comprehensive
general informution and welfare service. It pre/cares programs.
outlines courses, debate bulletins, and furnish ?s guidance. lectures,
and. visual-instruction material tp women's clubs, civic clubs, coin-
niunitv centers. The division provides a municipal reference service.
The Free Library Commission, at Madison, cooperates with the ex-
tension division by supplying group libraries for extension classes'
and community institutes. It lendsfpecial books and pictures and
does reference work by correspondence.

1I'voining.The University of Wyoming, at Laramie., through its
Division of Non-Resident Instruction, lends traveling libraries to in-
dividuals and organizations. It arranges lectumeourges and provides
a general information Service.

ASSISTANCE IN DEBATING AND OTHER FORMS OF PUBLIC
DISCUSSION.

One of the first activities of university extension was that of fur-
nishing lecturers for all sorts of community occasions. At first these
lectures had little relation to .public discussion, as it is ordinarily
underStood, but they did frequently present information on current
public topics and at least arouse interest in1 them. Recently, how-
ever, with the growth of extension classes, club-study courses, and
the revival of the civic club, the community center, the forums, and
other organizations interested in econmic, political, and social ques-
tious, the lecturer who is a specialist in anyirne of these fields finds
his services in demand for the purpose of assisting more and more
groups of people who are seriously interested in community prob-
lems and desire help in educating or informing public opinion.

As the extension divisions expanded their lecture service to meet,
the needs of civic clubs, farmers' welfare associations, child4elfare
societies, and numerous similar organizations, they also added the
different kinds of information service, such as the package library,
the study course, and the informational bulletin -described in this
bulletin, for the definite purpose of stimulating intelligent public
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discussion as an end to some extent worth while in itself. The uni-
versities have not, however, succeeded to any great degree in . pro-
moting the organization of public-discussion societies among adults,
but have given their energy chiefly to furnishing assistance to such
societies organized and maintained by the communities themselves.

But, the extension division naturally found it easy to promote the
debating work Of secondary schools, be,cause the machinery of the
public schools was ready to hand. School officials interested in high-
school debating proved to be ready to cooperate with the universi-
ties in the effort, to widen the scope and improve the methods of
current events study and debate on questions of public interest. At
first this effort centered chiefly in furnishing materials for high-
school debaters. Later, definite assistance was given in organizing
debating and discussion leagues and contests of many kinds, in order
to include more schools and larger numbers of students, and to devise

= thods of interesting adults in the problems debated throughout the
te.

High=school debating and discussion leagues are maintained or
assisted by universities in the following States:

Alabama. Maryland. Pennsylvania.. .4

Arizona. Michigan. South Carolina.
Arkansas. Missouri. South Dakota.
California. Montana. Tennessee.
Colorado. Nebraska. Texas.
Georgia. Nevada. Utah.
Idaho. New Jersey. Virginia.
Indiana. New Mexico. Washington.
Iowa. North Carolina. West Virginia.
Kansas. North Dakota. Wisconsin.
Kentucky. Oklahoma. Wyoming.
Maine. Oregon.

.4
In most of these 36 States there are State-wide scholastic leagues

maintained and directed by the extension divisions of the universities.
In the following States the debate contests are not usually State-wide
but are more limited in their scopeKentucky, Maine, Maryland,
Michigan, Nevada, Tennessee, South Carolina, West Virginia, and
Wyoming. Every State has debating contests of some kind between
secondary schools, but the local leagues are not usually supervised
or directed by the universities, although the debaters are frequently.
given assistance by the extension division. State-wide leagues in
three States are maintained and directed follows: Illinois, by Knox
College; Maryland, by Maryland State College; New Jersey, by
Rutgers College. In Washington debate service is given by the State
College at Pullman; the service by the University of Washington
has been teMporarilpontinued. The University of California
has abo'ilisoontinuediEg work. Ohio and Minnesota have State
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leagues not directed by the universities. Minnesota's league was
probably the first organized in the United States, in 1902. In Penn-
sylvania a State-wide debating contest was conducted by Pennsylva-
nia State College in 1916. .

In the larger bagues the States are divided into districts which
correspond sometimes to congressional districts, but are more often
arranged with a view to ease of communication. California has 6;
Indiana. 13; Iowa. 4; Kansas, 8; Michigan, 4; Missouri, 4; North
Dakota, 12; Oklahoma, 8; Oregon, 1.2; Texas. 32; Virginia, 6.

The series of preliminary contests in the districts are regularly
arranged by a district director, and take place usually between
November and April. The winners in the district meet according to a
schedule arranged by the extension division or the State director or
executive committee of the league; and the two, sometimes more,

inning teams, which emerge from the contests between the districts,
meet in a final clash at the State university some time in the spring.
In the later phase of this series naturally but one question is debated;
in the preliminary contests within the districts often several different
questions are debated in the same year. The final contest at the uni-
versity is a great event for all the high schools and is largely attentled
by the students, especially by members of the senior class.

In some States contests are also held not only in debating but also
in declamation : North Dakota, Texas, Utah, Oklahoma, Pennsyl-
vania.

In essay writing: California, Texas, Pennsylvania.
In music : North Dakota, Utah, Oklahoma.
In spelling: Texas, Virginia, Pennsylvania.
In extempore speaking: California, Iowa, Oklahoma, Pennsyl-

vania.
In public reading and oratory : Virginia, Oklahoma. Pennsylvania.
Debating.A play-writing contest is held in Oregon. These con-

tests are usually conducted according to somewhat the same arrange-
ment R&M the case of the debate. Debating was the original activity
of these leagues, but the tendency is to broaden their scope. Not only
have the other contests just referred to been gradually introduced
in a number of States, but the form of the original contests seems
itself to be undergoing a change. Some effort is being made to
turn them into discussions rather -than formal debates. .This
done in Indiana, for instance, and in the local literary prize contest
of Virginia, where the speakers, are not definitely limited as to
number, and may speak on any'phase of the question which they
may choose. This method is particularly suited to the local contest.
The topics set for discussion duringth4 war, when dsaling with
some phase of it, could, under the circumstances, hardly be stated
in such a way as to admit of two opposing sides. Mpreover, the
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danger of quarrels, charges of unfairness, and plagiarism also appear
to have had an effect in the same direction. In some StatesCali for--
nia, Oklahoma, and Texas, for exampleseparate Contests are ar-
ranged for the pupils in the smaller high sehoolsand rural schools
and in the lower classes of the high school or the upper classes of the
grades. .

Public-events study.An interesting recent development is the
public-events study .contest in Oklahoma. A bulletin is sent out
containing a number of subjects of current interest, with a brief

cdiscussion of them, and with questions and references. The contest.
consists of a written test and an ex tempore diseusion on one of the
topics which is chosen by lot.

Contest at oho aniersity.The following is a description of a
contest held at the university seat:

The interscholastic contest of the University of Pittsburgh illustrates the
value of holding contests on neutral ground, where rivalry may he natural
and good natured, where animosities have no place and the audience Is not
partisan. High schools for miles around send representative students to take
part in the different events.

These.students have not been given opportunity for special preparation and
are all on an 1-qual basis. Enthusiasm runs high in all the events; even
athletic contests could scarcely Invoke more. Excellence of performance from
whatever source elicits enthusiastic applause. -The event Includes spelling con-
tests, debate, essay writing, extempore speaking, history contests. Latin,
German, and French translations, declamation, and, in fact, all sorts of literary
effort. In connection with this a track met is also held under Similar con-
ditions.'

Contests in communities.Debatecontests in the local high schools,
especially those which are part of the league series, are frequently
made the occasion of large community meetings which many adults
attend. When a single question is debated in every part of the State
during a definite period of time, inevitably the subject is studied
and discussed widely by many'mature persons. Since the tendency is
to get away 'from rigid adherence to the old methods of formal debate
and to lay the emphasis on informal discussion, the interest in the
question is less and Jess confined to the debaters themselves and their
coaches or instructors alone. Whole groups of students participate
in the study of the topic, and they take the problem home to.their
elders, who frequently have decided opinions about them, especially
since the questions are usually either local in their application or
prominent in the pulilic attention.

In order to develop the possibilities of interesting adultg in open
discussion in the high schools, many experiments have been tried.
At open meetings speakers from the university or the high, school

slin1versIty of Pittsburgh Bulletin; Senora! Series, Vol. XIII, No. 17. University 'Ex-
melon: Manual of Secondary School Activities, Mat. 17, 1017.
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lecture on the debate subject and persons in the audience take part
in the discussion. This application of the forum method has been
most successful in rural consolidated schools. Frequently school
principals arrange elaborate programs of speaking and music to
supplement short debates or talks by a number of high-school stu-
dents, and the interest of the mature persons who attend the meeting
is secured by the varied, nature of the entertainment and discussion.

Adult interext in debating.Several States have tried a novel
method of stimulating interest in debatable questions by arranging
joint debates between- college students who hold their contests in the
higWschools of various communities) These " Extension Debates,"
as they are called in Indiana, are arranged by the university-
extension division and held -under the supervis?on.of school superin-
tendents and principals, N ho assume part of the expenses of the
visiting teams. The high school announces the meeting to the com-
munity as an opportuitity for public discussion and expression of
opinAn on a current question. At the meeting the contest is not held
as a formal debate but'as a contest of opinion. The teams from the
two-visitii.7 colleges have chosen the affirmative or negative, accord-
ing to their respective convictions; they speak to convince the audi-
ence of the validity of their point of view, not to defeat the opposing
team in excellence of argument. Usually not more than four
students compose the two teams. Before the discussion begins the
chairman of the meeting explains the nature of the contest and
announces that one or two short talks will be made from the floor
by speakers from the community. At the close of the meeting a
vote of the audience is taken on the question of debate; the 'audi-
ence expresses its negative or affirmative opinion on the proposition.
This new type of contest is sometimes unsuccessful in its prime
purpose of inducing the audience to think on the question rather
than the skill of the speakers. Experience shows that'the old-style
debate has a firm hold on the imagination of the people, and fre-
quently they vote in favor of one,team or the other instead of clearly
expressing their opinion on the proposition under discussioli. The
chief. comments of many who attend the,meeting are likely to be on
the persons who spoke at the meeting or concerning the colleges
which the teams represented; even. newspaper reports of the contest
sometimes treat it as a conventional debate, play up the " victorious "
college, and ignore the question under discussion.

These extension debates are described here because they illustrate
the tendency to seek new methods of improving the quality of debate
contests and of interesting mature persons as well as high-school
students. The experiment has demonstrated without a doubt that
school officials and other prominent persons in the community are
willing to. go to considerable trouble and some expense to provide
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opportunity for publiC discussionkand that the people are keenly
interested in open debate on important questions of public policy.

The Oklahoma Extension Division has been successful in stimu-
lating discussion among adults:- Many debating and discussion or-
ganizations. especially in rural schools, are composed entirely of
adults. Even commercial clubs and chambers of commerce have
used the university discussion service extensively, some of them
holding semi foritiar debates on such questions as the unicanieral
legislature and the city-manager plan of municipal government. In
rural communities the question of consolidation of schools naturally
interested the farmers, and they used extensively the debate bulletin
and other material furnished by the extension division. The director
of the division cites instances where communities debated certain
questions in open meetings for several weeks in succession.

Other universities report an increasing interest on the part of
mature persons in public discussion service. Evidence is chiefly
taken from the character of the inquiries and the nature of the sub-
jects under discussion. When a State legislature is considering such
problems as mothers' pensions, the establishment of a department of
hygiene, the revision of tax laws, subsidy for private normal schools,
and other. subjects not usually interesting to the general public, it
has been found that inquiries on those problems come in quickly
from every part of the State, and that practically all the inquiries
come from adult.~. They and not the result of the debating or civic
work in th public schools; they arise from the.perious interest. of
mature persons in the problems of the community and the State.

Choosing debate subjects. Package library subjects, including de-
batable questions, are determined by the public discussion bureaus;
by study of the current questions before the State legislature and
before Congress, and by selection from the topics that appear in news-
papers and magazines. Professors in the social science departments
are frequently consulted for lists of subjects and for sources of ins-
terial and the preparation of bibliographies.

Much the same procedure is followed in determining the subject
for debate in the high-school discussion leagues. In some extension
divisions different methods are used in providing ,opportunity for
discussion clubs and debating unions to assist in the chOosing of
subjects. Local officers. school principals, and teachers are invited
to suggest propositions. Sometimes a printed or mimeographed list
of subject/ is sent to high-school principals, county superintendents,
civic teachers, and debate comes, in the form of a ballot, and the
returns provide guidanceititheAnal selection. In some, States a
committee of school men haaa share in the management of the debat-
ing leagued and assists in the selection of the questions for discussion.
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In some States, notably Indiana, the question for the discussion
league, when finally chosen, is not stated as a formal tebate'prop&
sit ion, but in general terms. This is done in order to obviate criticism
of the university for alleged interference in public affairs, and be.:
cause it seems advisable not to suggest a definite contention to the
contestant, but rather to leave him free in take his own point of view.
S01110 of the subjects chosen in Indiana were phrased as follows:
"flow May -We Improve County Government ?" "Municipal Home
Mc:- " Universal Training for Citizenship."

A consideration of the numerous printed bulletins issued by ex-
ten -ion divisions during the last five years shows how completely
the discussion service has dealt with subjects of current interest. and
importance. In the States where sonne.form of high-school discus-
sion league is directed or assisted by tile State university the .
extension division issues bulletins containing the constitution and
regulations of the league, instructions for debating, and suggestions
concerning the use of material. They also issue one or more bulletins
a year containing outlines, suggestions, bibliography, and other
matter on the main question for debate, These are sometimes mimeo-
graphed, but more often printed. The following is a list of a num-
b(4 of these bulletins, most of which are printed and still available.
Those marked with an asterisk are out of print. Where the name
of a State is given, the extension division of the State university is
meant. .

Compulsory Health InsuranceCalifornia, Oregon, lowa.
Compulsory Universal Military Ser :eeCalifornin, 1714 it1414.
Compulsory Military TrainingNorth Carolina, Virginia.
Compulsdry Industrial Insurance Iona.
Compulsory Arbitration between Capital and LaborKansas. North Carolina,

Oklahoma.
Consolidation of Rural SchoolsTexas. Oklahoma
Commission Form of Government North 'Dakota,* Washington.
City Manager PlanOklahoma, Kentucky.
Current Events Study TopicsOklahoma.
Compulsory School AttendanceVirginia.
Constitutional Tax for the Support of Higher Institutions of Learning in

TexasTexas.
Continuing Fuel AdministrationSouth Dakota.
Cabinet System of GovernmentOregon.
Capital PunishmentVirginia.
County Government.indiana.
Enlargement of the NavyNbrth Carolina, Oregon, North Dakota, Virginia.
Federal Ownership and Operation of Railroads/otea,Michigan, North Caro.

line, Oklahoma, VirginiasPregon, Washington State College.
Federal Control of Prices of the Necessities of Life Iowa. ..

Federal Ownerithip of Telegraph and Telephone LinesNorth Dakota, Wash-
ington. -

Government Monopoly of Manufacture of Munitions of WarCalifornia.
Guaranty of Bank DepositsOkkikoma, @vow*
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Good RoadsVirginia.
Initiative and Referendum North Dakota, North Carolina, Oklahoma, Wis-

consin.
International Disarmament Virginia.
International Peace LeagUeOregon.
League.of NationsIVisconsin.
League to Enforce PeaceCalifornia, Oregon, Virginia.
Local versus State Control of Public Service Utilities Washington State

College.
Minimum WageIowa, Michigan. IVashttipton.
Monroe Doctrine-LDklahoma, Washington.
Municipal OwnershipR'ashington.*
Military PreparednessTexas.
Military Training In Public SchoolsWashington, Washington State College.
Municipal Home RuleIndiana, Wisconsin.
Now Constitution for Indiana Indiana.
National Conservation of Natural ResourcesOregon.
Parcel Post ExpressNorth Dakota.
Patronage of Mall Order.Houses Detrimental .Forth Dakota.
Preferential BallotOklahoma.
Proportional RepresentationOregon.
Restriction of ImmigrationOregon, Iowa, Washington, Virginia.
Recall of JudgesKansas, Washington, Virginia, Wisconsin.
Regulation of Municipal MI litle4Washington.
Six-Year Presidential TermCalifornia.
Single House LegislatureCalifornia, Oklahoma.
State Ownership of Elevators North Dakota.
Selling M nitiona of WarOklahoma.
Studies on les: The Great WarOklahoma.
State Ownership and Development of Lignite Coal MinesWorth Dakota.
Social ProblemsOklahoma.
State Construction of Roads and Permanent HighwaysWashingtoit.
Ship Subsidies North Carolina, Oregon, Virginia.
Single TaxCalifornia. Oklahoma, Texas, Washington.
The Swiss Military SystemNorth Dakota, Oregon, Texas.
Training for CitizenshipWfisconsin. .
Teachers' PensionsOk/ahoma.
TariffOregon
Universal Service! for CltitenshipIndiana.
War Finance in the United StatesIndiana.
War and theProblems of PenceOklahoma.
Workingmen's InsuranceNorth Dakota.
Woman SuffrageVirginia, Texas, Oklahom#
Workmen's CompensationOklahoma.

EDUCATIONAL VALUE OF DEBATING AND PUBLIC `DISCUSSION.

,Some university professors, taking an academic view, doubt the
advisability of having the unii'ersity promote public discussion and
debating, not only because they consider the service outside the
scope and function of the university, but alAo because they do nett

have much confidence in the educational vsolue of the package
library; the club study outline, or the debate and discussion contest.
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Whether the public-discussion service of university extension is to
continue as an integral part of university work depends less on the
theoretical definition of university function than on the practical
consideration of the value of the service to the public. If the public
finds real value and practical help in the extension servicef,it should
be continued, whether it meets rigidly academic educational stand-
ards or not, providing that the university is the best-fitted instru-
ment to do this work. However, there are good pedagogical reasons
why public-discussion service should be not only maintained but
also expanded with the merited approval of school officials and
university professors.

l'erhaps the best statement of the educational theory behind de-
bating and public discussion is that of Prof. Rollo L. Lyman, of
the University of Chicago.. After discussing the need of reawaken-
ing public interest in serious study of important questions of the
day, he says :1

A leadership must be formed which will organite in its turn the leaders of
our rural communities, so directing and supplementing their endeavors as to
foster the formation and spread of Ideas on serious subjects. From the
masses of literature, friv3lous and useless, must be selected the weighty and
worthy. It must be made easily available for every investigator in the State,
however humble.

The breath of real intellectual life must be put into study clubs, debating
clubs, women's clubs, and the like, by furnishing whoever desires it a ready
fund of reliable it ornotion upon any important topic of current interest.
IVIlat the legislative library Is to legislators, this in a small way our package
libraries and debaters aids can be to hundreds of voters of the State.

The ereed.Aftei suggesting the desirability of enlarging the
service to include the distribution or " promulgation of suitable read-
ing, songs, programs, amateur entertainments of all sorts, including
theatricals, all of which may serve the artistic side of the educative
process," he lists what he calls the seven articles of the creed of
university men who are endeavoring to promote discussion service.

(1) The..4:ssence of any practical educative procesu,is the solving of
problem ,situatiOns, the formation of` sound judgment on 'accurate data, the
cultivatlion of the powr of successful behavior in emergencies in which the .
Judgment is the thlef feature.

(2) Such judgments are never based upon guesswork, upon meager 01, false
information. The facts, the data, a definite knowledge of human experience
In the field under consideration and in allied fieldsthese are indispensable
to the formation of reliable judgments.

(3) This information can be accumulated, even in well-equip4 centers,
only by trained investigators, who have at their disposal both library facilities
and library methods. In modern magazine literature, at least, kernels of

1" The Relation of Extension Department to Debating and Discussion Clubs. Fedi'
gogicat Considerations," by Rollo L. Lyman, Editor of School Review and Associate
Froreesor of English, University of Chicago. In Pre. First Nat. Univ. Extension Con.,
1915.
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truth are 'often buried in cumbersome husks of worthless material. The'grain
must be separated for people who have neither the ability nor the facilities
for doing it themselves.

(4) But It is not so much sound judgment tipon any one definite issue, like
equal suffrage, that is important. It Is the h bit of forming sound judgments
which we desire to foster. Now, this habit is to be acquired, not only by seek-
ing and securing the fact4 of correlating experiences, but also.by self-activity.
This is best to be secured by reflecting upon the data. organizing it pro and con,
by marshaling fact against, fact, affirmative inferences from a set of facts
against negative inferences from the same pets. In other words, judgment
forming becomes a habit, an asset, only as it becomes an orderly and systematic
procedure in approaching any new problem.

(5) This process of -seeking information, examining inferences, and reaching
accurate conclusions is best fostered by the desire to make some one else stt
the truth. It is fostered by standing before a group of people leis informed
than the truth-speaker himself and endeavoring to mold their judgments to
conform with his own. The best check that is known against the natural in-
clination to rely upon partisan arguments is the presence of a live opponent
who is to speak on the other side. Add to this feature the greater. satisfaction
in preliminary study, when one knows that others will hear hint and have
their judgment perhaps moiled by his add the pleasure of combat (for every
audience casts a ballot in some form), sum up these considerations, and you
have tht chief inducements to earnest preparation which the forum offers.

(6) I ought to speak, too, of the hearty belief we have In the happy influeuce
of speaking itself, especially for youth. Self-control, self-confidence, aggressive-
ness, fitness for leadership, all lie in the train of public discussion. To be able
to express to others effectively in oral presentation the results of one's own
thinking remains to-day, as two thousand year ago in the schools of the sophists,
at once a spur to educational progress and a test of it as well.

(7) Last In this chain of theory I place the social advantage that comes to
the nonparticipants In a public discussion. The desire to emulate others is an
active influence which drags many a person to his feet, to stumble and falter
through his first attemptthe spur to best endeavors, both for speakers and
1earers that lies in public discussion.

Prof. Lyman concludes his paper by a description of the psycho-
logical process involved in public discussion, and adds this summary :

we would supply data to remove ignorance; we would promote the weighing
process; n`e would klve to each idea the,check of the opposing idea; we would
surround it all by the stimulus of the contact of mind.with mind, of audience
and speakers. Your crossroads debating society, which our departments at-
tempt to (theist, roughly, imperfectly, can teach and does teach men and women
to think seriously, enthusiastically, happily, and, to a certain extent, effectively.
This is, I submit, the supreme desideration of any and all truly educative proc-
esses.

Student debating.In judging the value of debating to the student
and to the local community, the opinion of secondary-school princi-
palt'should be especially worthy of consideration. The Principals'
Round Table, of Alleglulny County. Pa., which supervises the inter-
scholastic contest hold annually at the University of Pittsburgh, has
issued a Debater's Manual for Secondary Schools,' which gives

IIsdeersitzr of Pittsburgh pallet-in, May 17, 1917, University Extension Mania of
Secondary School Activities.
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thorough consideration to the value of debating. It summarizes the
benefit to the student as follows: .

Training in self-control; formation of correct habits of speech; organization
of the power of thought ; ability to recognize sound reasoning.

(a) The student gains lb self-control, physical and mental,.
( to He learns, in his learning period, to use the best English correctly and to

the best advantage.
(c) He learns how to acquire information on subjects in which he Is inter

eat ed.
(d) He learns how to formulate sound judgments which rest upon his con-

vict ions.
I di He acquires the ability to grasp the central issues in any problem.
fl He learns how to present the truth as he sees it, to others in a con-

vincing manner.
(a) Finally, he learns how to distinguish between what is credible and

what is not worthy of belief In all that he reads and hears.
This is the educational province of debating. Its importance should be em-

phasized by every principal and teacher in secondary schools. Such work
ought not to be neglected by any young man or woman in the State.

Concluding a discussigla of the value of debating to the commu-
nity. the Allegheny County report says:

It can not be denied that one of the most important force in educating
the people of the United States in civic affairs and increasing the Afectiveness
of democratic government is the movement toward the wider and fuller de-
bate and discussion of public questions. In some communities .existing po-
litical and civic bodies are becoming more active; In others, new organizatidna
are being created for the purpose of developing interest in; and discussion of,

public affairs. Political parties are reorganizing ulonOmore democratic lines.
Good-government bureaus and community clubs are being formed for the pur-
pose of discussing and carrying into effect certain reforms. Taxpayers' asso-
ciations are organized to watch the expenditure of public funds. Municipal
leagues are active in the study of problems peculiar to their community.'
Local. State, and Nationnl conferences are frequently beineheldto study and
discuss a large variety of economical social, political, and educational prob-
lems. There Is, there?ore, a general growing demand on the part of a large
body of citizens for more knowledge, more Information about public affairs
an actual desire to find out the fundamental causes of our social ills aid to
setabout in a rational, vigorous, persistent way to remove them. Ant Mere
is just where the value of public school debate manifests itself to the fullest
extent. The boys and the girls who are to-day in school will form the elec-
torate of to- morrow. The burden of government will rest upon them, and to
them must we look for what reforms are needed in our various communities.
Upon their early training must depend the manner in which they will treat
the problems of the community in which they will become citizens. If they
have never had the experience of analyzing presenday problems of the com-
munity, State, or Nation, and expressing their views upon them, how can they
be expected to act wisely in later yearn when problems of a similar nature
come up for solution? The extension of the franchise to a large number of
votera increases the need for the study of political affairs. The direct pri-
mary. the direct election of United States Senators, and other democratic de-
velopments require that the voters be far better informed on men and meas-

ures than was necessary under the old regime.
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THE SCOPE OF EXTENSION SERVICE.

The demand for university extension, or general extension, in the
United States is definite and strong, and many institutions have
gradually developed varied services to meet the demand. L.Inaly,is
of those services makes it possible to draw sonic tentative conclusions
as to their scope and direction. It is clear that the State universities
find it possible to conduct some kind of public discussion and infor-
mation service in practically every State and that they all show a
disposition to utilize more fully the resources of the university for
the benefit of the whole people rather than of the comparatively few
students who attend the classes at the seat of the institution. The re-
ports from the extension divisions do not generally give exact figures
as to the number of persons affected by the various activities. chiefly
because such figures necessarily must be only approximate; but esti-
mates show that in the aggregate the number of persons who benefit
from lectures, courses, institutes, conferences, package libraries,
visual instruction, and other devices utilized in the dissemination of
information and the promotion of public discussion is very high and
that the number of adults who profit from the service is growing
from year to year. One rough estimate of the scope of four different
kinds of service in this field totals several million persons served.
The figures were taken from the report of only part of the total
number of institutions performing similar service.

E.rtelit of Ike extension service.

Number of
States.

Number of

Extension lectures (1218-19)
24 2,026,130Debate and discussion
20 936, .vInstitutes and oonferenoes
19 30S, sinRequests for information answered
14 179,900

.-

Such figures fail' to give more than a conservative estimate of the
persons who appear in the records of the extension division. They do
not include the large number who attended those lectures, on which no
report wasoreceived. Similarly, if a member of a club after securing
information from the division presents it in turn to the whole club.
and fails to report back the use made of the information, the records
show only that the material was sent to one person. It is of course
impossible to estimate how extensively a printed bulletin is used:
and it is usually difficult to secure estimates of the attendance at
exhibits or expositions or 'even conferences when these are held in
scattered parts of the State.

Varied services. The varied nature of the public discussion and
. information service of university extension is probably the most
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striking fact brought out by a study of the work. The service is
not standardized; it is not the same in each State; it changes from

_year to year. It was proved to be adaptable by its quick attention
to war problems during the war and to reconstruction problems since
the conclusion of the war. The package library and the general club
service of the extension divisions are adapted to meet the needs of
different individuals and various kinds of organizations. They take
many different forms, from a simple arrangement like that between
a club leader and the bureau which lends him a package library on
a- well-known subject, to a complex system which makes it possible
for the university to maintain for weeks at .a time in a community a
series of open discussions on one or more important problems.

During the war arid since the signing of the armistice there has
been a tremendous increase in the vitality of opinion of the great
mas, of the people the world over. Everywhere the common people
are alive to the implications of the democratic ideal. That ideal
is being translated into action, into specific proposals and measures
for securing to the workers of hand and brain the rich resources Of
land and industry, of science and art, to the end that all people
shall have free and satisfying access to the indispensable elements of
adequate living. Whether the economic demands of the people will
secure results commensurable with the results of the political de-
wands which have democratized governments everywhere, or whether
"industrial democracy" will still remain a theory rather than a
progressively growing fact, it is certain that the demand of the com-
mon people for a greater share in a better education has become so
overwhelmingly strong that nothing stands in its way but the dif-
ficulty of meeting it adequately and well. And the education which
is most insistently striven for is not the formal thing, the narrow
schooling for the young,.the academically barren instruction of the
classroom, or even practical courses which add to the earning power
of the worker-student. It is i-ather the education which has cultural
value, that safies the student as a person, that sharpens his emo-
tional and intellectual perceptions, that gives him a sense of power,
strength. and" validity in social relations, that makes him at home
with his fellows, a part of his community and a coworker-with 'other
citizens in the improvement of community living.

What the people want is not institutional education alone, but
rather more educational servicesomething progressive and dynamic,
not static and. fixed! In the United States university extension has
developed partly on the assumption that there is such a want. The
rapid development of extension service is evidence of the correctness
of the assumption. In England there is no doubt that the working-
man wants information and knowledge Mr its own sake: The Iv-
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port of a subcommittee on adult education to the British ministry
of reconstruction' begins with these significant statements:

We would point out here that there is a wide and growing demand amongadults for education of a nonvocational character. The motive whichimpels men and women to seek education Is partly the wish for fuller per-sonal development. It arises from the desire for knowledge, for self-expression,for the satisfaction of intellectual, esthetic, and spiritual needs. and for afuller life. It is based upon a claim for fuller recognition of human person.nifty. The motive Is also partly social. Indeed, so far as the workersare concerned, it is, we think, this social purpose which principally inspires thedesire for education.
'Ant a social purpose should so largely he the force underlying the demandfor adult education is a fact which will be regarded, we think, with generalsympathy and approval. It is evidence of an appreciation of the responsi-bilities of citizenship; of the existence of political, social, and industrialideals; and of a growing determination to realize them. It will be universally

admitted that the successful working of n democratic society implies a %vidediffusion of a sense o>i responsibility and the intelligent participation in publicaffairs by the rank and file of the population. In view both of the grave prob.
Aetna with which the country will be confronted in the generations after thewar and of the ever-increasiog complexity of social organization, the need
for the intelligent interest and the active cooperation of the mass of citizenswill be greater than ever before. Women as well as'men must make a direct
-contribution to the solution of future prealems. The extension of the fran-
chise to women is a significent expression of this need.

The citizens of fully contribute their experience or,ideals to its service itkpatt-they are articulate and possess knowledge. inother words, democracy can only be operative through an educated com-munity. In any case education is a continuing process differing inits forms and methods with the age and experience of students, but expressing
a permanent human need. Facilities for adult education must therefore heregarded as permanently essential, whatever.developments there may be in
the education of children and adolescents.

In America the idea lrfree schocits is paramount in democratic
tradition. The%xtension of educational opportunity to all persons.
whether'`- young or %id, is a necessary succession. That the oppor-
tunity should include participation by the rank and file in the give
and take of public discussion and untrammeled access to theltream
of knowledge concerning community affairs is not remarkably new
or radical in its implications. The striking fact in the thought of
the people to-day is the desire for an increasing measure of service

the' educational imstitutions of the State in the application of
science and art to the mere adlItmate development of universal life
and livo g. The universitiesunversttes are consciously Meeting that desire

.

with new force and vitality in their ideal of service.
inwim Report on Industrial sod Social Conditions in Relation to adult Education,BareV1918.
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